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The majority of this thesis comprises a survey of existing 
knowledge.
Let G be a finite group and suppose that M Is a subgroup of G 
such that ( i)K M < G ,a n d
(II)to r  all xeM# .C Q (x )^ M .
Such a subgroup M is called a CC-subgroup, the concept to which 
this thesis is predominantly devoted.
Following a brief introduction,Chapter ii consists of a survey of the 
known results on the odd prime structure of finite groups. This survey 
is split into three sections as follows. The first gives an account of 
the development of a unified theory for characterising groups with 
CC-subgroups of order divisible by three. Section II introduces the 
twin ideas of closure and homogeneity, concluding with a theorem  
which has important applications later in Chapter V. Section ill 
consists of a straightforward listing of the rem aining odd prime 
structure results.
Chapter ill is the theoretical base of the thesis, contributing all the 
major results which are required before proceeding. Section II of this 
chapter is itself an integral part of the survey, being a systematic 
exposition of basic CC-subgroup theory.
Chapter IV is a discussion on the various techniques and proofs 
involved In Chapter II,g iving a readable yet rigorous explanation of 
the theory.
Chapter V highlights more recent, and more general, results involving 
CC-subgroups, giving detailed proofs, and sets the scene for the final 
chapter.
Chapter Vi consists of two sections. Section I is given over entirely to 
the statement and proof of a single theorem which completely 
classifies groups containing CC-subgroups,a simple corollary of which 
initiates Section II,a n  outline of the search for CC-subgroups of the 
finite simple groups. This section, and the thesis, ends with four tables 
that give as complete a list as possible of the Information currently 
available on the CC-subgroups of the simple groups.
1CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Late in 1 9 8 0 ,the complete classification of the finite simple groups 
was achieved after some quarter century of continuous development. 
In effect, the result states that the only finite simple groups are:
(i)th e  cyclic groups of prime orderCthe only abeiian simple
g ro u p s ),
(ii)th e  alternating groups of degree at least 5,
(lii)th e  simple groups of Lie type,and
(iv )the  26 sporadic simple groups.
Even a glance at the main theorems in specific characterisations of 
finite simple groups reveals that the classification was achieved by 
studying various aspects of the prime 2 , for example properties of
2-eiem ents and subgroups defined in terms of 2-e lem ents ,w h ich  are  
called 2 - structure. Of the many good reasons for the fundamental 
importance of the even prime we shall consider two.
Firstly we have the Brauer and Fowler result of 1954, one form of 
which is the following.
Theorem 1 .1  [131. If G is a finite simple group of even order and t is 
an involution in GCthat is ,an  elem ent of G of order 2) then 
IGI^C |C Q (t ) |* )1
Although the bound is not particularly useful in itself, its existence 
clearly implies that there are only finitely many simple groups with a 
particular centraliser of involution, (in fa c t.it is rare for more than 
two or three simple groups to have some centraliser of involution in 
common ) .  Brauer realised the possibilities of this and proposed the 
idea of a classification scheme.
Secondly we have the fundamental result of Walter Felt and John 
Thompson,published in 1963£24],one form of which is that every finite 
non-abelian simple group has even order.thus bringing every such 
group within the scope of Brauer's scheme.
From the publication of these two results until the final papers 
which settled the classification (see for example, Grless[38] in which 
was proved the existence and uniqueness of the largest sporadic 
group, Fx) , many mathematicians have been Involved In developing 
new techniques with which to attack the problem.
First we have the centraliser of Involution method In which was 
supposed that a centraliser of some involution (o f no specific group)
had a certain form, usually taken from already existing 
configurations. With this limited information, delicate character theory 
of the type pioneered by Brauer and Suzuki (given in detail by 
Higman[471) was used to produce a set of possible orders of a 
hypothetical simple group containing the given centraliser. It was then 
necessary to either refer to some previous descriptive paper proving 
the existence and uniqueness of a simple group with such an 
order.o r if such a paper did not exist.to seek an existence theorem  
from the information known.
Researchers were sometimes then faced with the fact that there 
was no known simple group of a particular order and the possibility 
arose of the existence of a new simple group, in this way several of 
the sporadic groups were first discovered and characterised, for 
example the four Janko groups.the Lyons and O'Nan groups,and the 
Held group which arose from Held's attempt to characterise the 
Matthieu group and P S L (5 ,2 ) which contain isomorphic
centralisers of involution. He found that one possible configuration 
could not be eliminated in any other way than by supposing the 
existence of a new group.
Another technique, which has dominated the more recent studies, is 
the investigation of groups via the structure of local subgroups.that 
is. normalisers of p-subgroups where p is a prim e, called local 
analysis. There is now a very powerful theory of local analysis, based 
originally on the group-theoretic results of Thompson in the Odd 
Order paper and refined by Glauberman and Bender among many 
others. Here we also mention Thompson's results on N-groups, that 
is, insoluble groups all of whose local subgroups are soluble. In this 
work, which eventually stretched to over 400 pages of published 
research, Thompson in particular classified all the minimal simple 
groups, those with no^soluble subgroups.
Many authors have also given general classifications on finite 
groups with restrictions on the form of their Sylow 2-subgroups, for 
example, to abelfan[65], dihedral[36], [371 or quaternion[141, and also 
with restrictions on centralisers of arbitrary subgroups, for 
example, abelian[581, which extends to nllpotent[221.
However the Initial Interest of this thesis lay not in these "even" 
approaches, but In the odd prime structure, and with this restriction 
there are fewer publications. One of the earliest and most Important
3of these is "Odd characterisations of finite simple groups" by 
G. Higmant47), which was the first comprehensive survey of such 
results, and is a basis for more recent researches on the 
subject. Nevertheless, the greatest Interest in odd prime structure was 
comparativeiy short-lived. There are several reasons for 
this. Firstly, the progress of the even classification in the 1970's was 
so rapid that few felt the need or desire to waste valuable time 
exploring areas not directly connected with the main 
theory. Secondly, as was the view of m any.it simply did not look as if 
odd prime structure would produce any significant breakthroughs.
Be that as it m ay,there does exist a body of work of some 
im portance,alm ost exclusively concerned with the prime 3 , on odd 
prime structure.
Chapter II consists of a survey of all the known results concerning 
odd primes and finite groups, in particular introducing us to the 
CC-subgroup. After listing in Chapter III the important results 
necessary for continuing,Chapter IV gives a detailed discussion on 
the techniques involved in proving the results of Chapter H.
Later chapters will expand and generalise the idea of the 
CC-subgroup,and the thesis will culminate in a classification theorem  
which will be used to list the CC-subgroups of simple groups.
Before proceeding, it is convenient to give the notation which will 
be met soon. As much as possible,this notation follows that of 
tGorenstelnl. All groups considered will be finite and all simple groups 
non-abeiian unless otherwise stated. G always denotes a group,p  
always a prime and q a prime power,with tr a set of primes. |x| wilt 
denote the order of the elem ent xeG and T T ( n )  and ttCG) denote the 
set of primes dividing respectively the positive integer n and the 
group G .T h e  cyclic group of order n will be denoted by Zn ,and  
finally, G -H  denotes the set of elements of G which are not In 
H. References are in square brackets as usual, with textbooks having 
the author's name within the reference brackets.
4CHAPTER 11: A MATHEMATICAL SURVEY
Section 1: Groups with CC-suboroups of order divisible by 3
Felt and Thompson commenced the studies of the 3-structure of 
finite groups with a paper published in 1962. Subsequently both of 
these authors concentrated on 2-structure, but nevertheless their 
resuit,which is given now, is of fundamental importance.
Theorem 2 .1  (F e lt and Thompson[231) . Let G be a group with a 
self-centralising subgroup of order 3. Then one of the following is 
true.
(i)T h e re  exists a normal nilpotent subgroup N of G such that
G /N a A 3 or S 3.
(ii) There exists a normal 2-subgroup N of G such that
G/NskA5*P S L (2 ,4 ) .
CHi) GasPSL(2. 7) .
We can see clearly in the above that restricting the group G to 
being a simple group provides us with an odd characterisation of A 5 
and P SLC 2.7).
Now, retaining the hypothesis of Theorem 2 .1 .  let us denote the 
self-centralising subgroup of order 3 by M. Clearly, M has the property 
that for all Cq ( x> -M . This led to the following generalisation.
Definition 2 . 2 . Let M be a subgroup of a group G .T h en  M is said to 
be a CC-subgroup of G ,written M *ccG ,lf and only if
( i)  1 <M<G, and
Cii) for all x«M# -C G (x) ^M.
Condition ( i)  is included to remove trivial cases.
Note: Clearly in condition (ii) of the definition, equality holds if and 
only if M is abelian.
It is easily proved that the following is true, (s e e ,fo r  
exam piet43:Theorem  2. 31) .
Theorem 2 .3 . Let M£CCG. Then
(D M  is a Hall-subgroup of G ,and
(ii) if  Nq (M ) /M  then Nq (M ) is a Frobenius group with kernel M. 
Note: By Thompson[63] the kernel of a Frobenius group is nilpotent.
As a consequence of Theorem 2 .3 (1 ) we have the following 
definition.
5Definition 2 . 4 . Let M^CCG and ir=tr(M) . Then G Is said to be a 
TrCC-oroup with nCC-subgroup M.
The subsequent theory of the odd prime structure of finite groups 
dealt almost exclusively with irCC-groups, specifically when 3«7r. Hence 
the title of this section.
Note:W e can now restate the hypothesis of Theorem 2 .1  in terms of 
the CC-property, as: Let G be a 3CC-group with Sylow 3-subgroup of 
order 3.
In the 1960's, Marcel Herzog investigated the CC-property subject to 
the restriction that the CC-subgroup was cycllc[443, [45] or elementary 
abellan[43],c learly  the simplest cases of nilpotencyCsee the note 
following Theorem  2 .3 ) .  Although Herzog's work on the latter case 
proved fruitfu l,and will be given later in part( Theorems 2 .8  to 
2 . 11) ,  his results for the cyclic case-an  immediate generalisation of 
Theorem 2. 1 -w ere  weighed down by unwanted restrictions and will 
not be given here. In thts case, however.the initial breakthrough was 
made by W .B . Stewart.
Theorem 2 . 5 CStewart[561). Let M^CCG and suppose that M is abelian, 
3 divides |M | and IN q (M ) /M  1*2. Then one of the following is true.
( I)T h e re  exists a nilpotent normal subgroup N of G such that 
G /N *N q ( M ) .
(ii)T h e re  exists a normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G 
such that G /N 9ePSL(2 , 2n) for some n&2.
(Ill)G & P S L (2 ,q ) for some odd q.
A short argument, given in Chapter IV. shows that if M ^ CG ,3  
divides | M I and M is cyclic then indeed | Nq (M ) /M  |^2, and so 
Theorem 2 ,5  can be applied.
Later, Herzog himself extended the result.
Theorem  2 . 6 (H erzog[46 ]). Let M^CCG .and suppose that M is 
abelian. 3 divides |M | and IN q (M ) /M |= 2 s=d for some s^O.Then one 
of the following is true.
( i)  There exists a normal nilpotent subgroup N of G such that
G / N * N g ( M )  .
( i i )d =8 and if PeSyl3(M ) then |n± (P ) |=9.
(iii) d=4. 1M 1=9 and G *P S L (2 ,9 ),
( iv )d = 2 .M  is cyclic and G has a normal elem entary abelian
62-subgroup N such that G /N ® P S L (2 .2 n) lor some nat2.
(v )d = 2  and Ge:PSL(2,q) for some odd q.
Theorem 2. 7 ( Herzoa[46; Theorem 2 ]) . Let M*sccG and suppose that M 
is abelian. 3 divides |M | and I No ( M ) /M l  ^ 8 . Then |N q ( M ) /M |  is a 
power of 2 .
Both of these theorems were proved using the following results of 
Herzog on the case where a CC-subgroup is elementary 
abeiian. Theorems 2 .8  to 2 .1 1 . Throughout th em .M  will denote a 
CC-subgroup of a group G ,m = |M |,a n d  d = |N G < M )/M |.
Theorem 2 .8 143: Theorem 3. 13. Suppose that d^l or m -l,M ^ G  and M 
is not a nonabelian p-group with 1 M /M '! <4dz . Then either 
C l)d<y(m -1) .o r
(ii)d > y m -l and M is elementary abelian.
Theorem 2. 9143:Theorem 4. 2. Corollaries 4 .2  and 4. 63. Suppose that 
the hypothesis of Theorem 2 .8  holds, and also that 3 divides 
IM J.Then  all of the following is true.
( i)M  has a normal Sylow 3-subgroup P with P^ZCM).
( li)M  is abelian of odd order.
( i i i) lf  d is odd then part (II) of Theorem 2 .8  holds.
Theorem 2 . 10E43: Theorem 4.41. Suppose that M is a noncyclic
elementary abelian 3-group. Then one of the following holds.
(i)M **G and so G Is Frobenius with kernel M.
( i i ) d = ( m - l )  /2  and G is simple.
( i i i ) d - m - l  and G is simple.
(!v )d = m -l and G contains a simple normal subgroup of index 2.
Theorem 2 .1 1  [43; Theorem 6.13. Suppose that the hypothesis of
Theorem 2 .8  is satisfied, 3 divides |M | and d Is odd. Then
m=3n . d = (m -1 ) / 2  and GasPSL(2,3n) , where n>l and n is odd.
Before proceeding. It is necessary to Introduce a concept first
studied by G. Higman[473. He considered groups In which centralisers 
of 3-elem ents are 3-groups, but we will work with a more general 
condition.
Definition 2 .1 2 . A Cmr-group is a group in which centralisers of all 
non-trivial n-elem ents are tr-groups. (By convention we suppose such 
a group is not a ir -g ro u p ).
7The importance of this idea is made obvious by the following two 
results.
Proposition 2. 13. A rrCC-group is a Cmr-group.
Proposition 2 .1 4 . A Cpp-group with abelian Sylow p-subgroups is a 
pCC-group.
Although H igm an.and later Fletcher,studied Cmr-groups in their 
own right, we use the idea purely for convenience, as some important 
theorems on uCC-groups were proved in the context of Cmr-groups. In 
particular we have the following,
Theorem 2 . 15 (F ie tch er[31 : Corollary]). A simple C 33-group has 
abeiian Sylow 3-subgroups.
We also have the following two results which though of interest to 
the survey,were obtained at a iater date than the present results and 
do not take any direct part in the development of the CC-theory as 
given in this section (though the latter will be used eventually in
Chapter V I ) .
Theorem 2 .1 6 (Arad and Herzogll 11). C33-groups of even order are 
3CC-groups.
Theorem 2 . 17(W iiliam s[66]>, Suppose that 2^n  and let Q be a
Cmr-group such that 0 7r(G )= G  and G has a nilpotent Hali
rr-subgroup. Then G Is a rrCC-group.
Fletcher proceeded to give the following specific case using 
Theorems 2 .6 ,2 .1 0  and 2. 11, and also incorporating some of
Higman's results.
Theorem 2. 18(F ie tcher[321). Let G be a C 33-group with Sylow 
3-subgroup M of order 9. Then one of the following is true.
(a )M  is cyclic and G / 0 3'(G ) is isomorphic to either
( i )M .
(ii) Nq (M ) .a  dihedral group of order 18,
( iii) PSLC2,8 ) with 0 3'(G ) being an elementary abeiian 2-group, 
or ( iv) PSL(2 ,1 7 ) or PSLC2.19) with 0 3'(G )= 1 .
(b )M  is elementary abelian and either
(i)M ^ G ,
(ii) |N q ( M ) /M |= 4 and G aP S L (2 ,9 ).
(iii) |N q ( M ) /M |=8 and GssPSL(3,4),
or (iv) iN q (M ) /M  1=8 and G has a simple normal subgroup of
8index 2, isomorphic to PSLC 2.9).
At this point we have considered 3CC-groups with Sylow 
3-subgroup M given |M |=3(Theorem  2 .1 )  and IM |=9(Theorem  
2 .1 8 ) .  It was therefore at this point desirable to seek a generalisation  
to arbitrary powers of 3. On this line, Pamela Ferguson proved the
following result.
Theorem 2 . 19(FerQuson[251). Let G be a 3CC-group with Sylow
3-subgroup M .and suppose that Nq (M ) /M  is a non-trivial group of
odd order. If M is nonabeiian then M is normal in G.
This combines with Herzog's results,Theorem s 2 .8  to 2. 11.
Theorem  2 . 2 0 (Fergusont25:Theorem  21) . Let M^CCG ,3  divide 1 M I.M  
be noncyclic and suppose that Nq (M ) /M  is a non-triviai group, of 
odd order not equal to I M I-1 .  Then either
( i)  M^G, or
( ii)M  is an elementary abelian 3-subgroup of G of order 3 n ,and  
GasPSLC 2, 3n) .
Little further work on the subject has been published without the
extensive involvement of Zvi Arad. In 1976. he produced the following
important extension of Theorem 2 . 19.
Theorem 2 . 21 (Aradt2: Lemma 23). Let M^CCG and suppose that M is a
Sylow 3-subgroup of G .Then either
( i)M < 3 ,
Cii) M is cyclic, or
( iii)M  is elementary abeiian.
Using this result, it was a short step to the complete classification 
of 3CC-groups.
Theorem 2 . 2 2 (AradE2; Theorem A l) . Let G be a 3CC-group with 
Syiow 3-subgroup M .Then one of the following is true.
( i) M*sG and G Is Frobenius with kernel M.
(ii)T h e re  exists a normal nilpotent subgroup N of G such that
G /N ssNq < M ).M  is cyclic.
(ill)T h e re  exists a normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup N of G 
such that G /Na=PSL(2,2n) for some n^2.
(iv)G a:PSL(2,q) for some odd q^5.
(v)GasPSL(3.4) .
(v l)G  has a simple normal subgroup of index 2. Isomorphic to
V9
P S L (2 ,3 n) for some n*2.
In three papers published in 1976 and 1977. the last two with the 
aid of Herzog.Arad completed the classification of all finite groups 
with a CC-subgroup of order divisible by 3.
Theorem 2 . 2 3 C Aradt31). Let M *CCG and suppose that 3 divides 
1 M |. Then one of the following is true.
(i)M*^G and G is Frobenius with kernel M.
(ii) Nq ( M) =M.
( iii)M  is an elementary abelian Sylow 3-subgroup of G.
(iv )M  is a cyclic subgroup of G of odd order.
As groups arising In the cases (iii) and (iv) had already been 
classified, by Theorems 2 .2 2  and 2 .6  respectiveiy.it only remained to 
classify groups arising from case (ID .
Theorem 2 .2 4 (Arad and Herzog[91). Let M^CCG .3  divide I M l.  and 
suppose that N Q (M )= M .T h en  either
(i)G  is Frobenius with complement M .o r  
(ID Gs*PSL(2. q) for some q^5.
In particular Arad listed ail simple groups satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 2 .2 3 .
Theorem 2. 2 5 (Arad[3: Theorem Bl) . Let G be a simple group with a 
CC-subgroup of order divisible by 3. Then G is isomorphic to either
(i)  P S L (3 ,4 ) .
( ii)P S L (2 , 2n) for some n *2 ,
(H I)P S L (2 ,3 n) for some n *2 ,o r
( iv )P S L (2 ,p n) for some prime p >3 such that pn±5m odl2.
Conversely, all the simple groups listed contain a CC-subgroup of
order divisible by 3.
The various cases of Theorem 2 .2 3  are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. We can rectify this by restating the theorem as follows. 
Theorem 2 .2 6 . Let G be a finite group with a CC-subgroup M of 
order divisible by 3. Then one and only one of the following is true.
(i)M ^G  and G is Frobenius with kernel M.
(H )N g (M )= M  and G Is Frobenius with complement M.
(iii)N G (M )= M  and G *P S L (2 ,q ) for some q^5.
CIv)M <N g (M ) <G and M is a noncyciic elem entary abelian Sylow
3-subgroup of G.
( v)M <N q (M ) <G and M is a cyclic subgroup of G of odd order.
10
Rem ark: The corresponding result in the case when 2 divides the 
order of the CC-subgroup was completely settled In the early 1960's  
by Suzuki. We state it here for completeness.
Theorem 2 . 2 7 (Suzukl[591, [60 ]). Let M *CCG with 2 dividing I M l. Then 
one of the following is true.
( i )G  Is Frobenius with M as kernel or complement.
( i i)G  is isomorphic to P S L (2 .2 n) or S z (2 a n + i) for some n .and  M 
is either a Sylow 2-subgroup or a Sylow 2-norm altser.
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Section II: Closure and Homogeneity
Zvi Arad and Pamela Ferguson,who figured prominently In the 
previous section, were also involved in developing a theory to
accompany the related concepts of closure and homogeneity, ideas 
Introduced by Reinholt Baer[12] in which he gave the basic theorems 
that are required for further development. These results will follow
Immediately after the definitions.
Definition 2 .2 8 . A group G is said to be Tr-closed If the set of all Its 
rr-elements forms a iT-subgroup.
In this case It is easy to see that the subgroup so formed is a 
normal Hall Tr-subgroup, and hence also characteristic, in particular, a 
tr'-group Is tr-closed as the set of all Its rr-elements consists of the 
Identity only, which is a normal tr-subgroup. Clearly any primes in rr 
not dividing the order of G do not affect the situation, and so It can 
generally be assumed that it  is a subset of tr (G ).
Definition 2 .2 9 . A group G Is said to be tr-homogeneous If. for all
tr-subgroups H of G, N q (H ) /C q (H )  I s  a tr-group.
It is clear, as in the above rem arks,that we can suppose that rr is 
a subset of ir (G ).
We can now state Baer's results.
Theorem 2. 3 0 (Baer[12: Lemma 2. 11). If G is a tr-closed group then G 
Is tr'-homogeneous.
Theorem 2. 31 Cl2; Lemma 2. 31. Subgroups, direct products and factor 
groups of tr-homogeneous groups are tr-homogeneous.
Note: Analogously to Theorem 2 .3 1 , it is obvious that subgroups and 
factor groups of tr-closed groups are tr-closed.
Theorem 2. 32C12: Lemma 2. 41. Suppose that G is a tr'-hom ogeneous  
group and K**G.lf both K and G /K  are tr-closed then G is tr-closed.
The following definition Is made for convenience.
Definition 2 .3 3 . A group is said to be tr-separable if Its composition 
factors are either tr-groups or tr'-groups.
Clearly tr-separabliity and tr'-separabillty are the same concept.
We can now give the first important partial converse to 
Theorem 2. 30.
12
Theorem 2 . 34E12; Lemma 2. 51. A group G is Tr-closed If and only If G 
Is both Tr'-homogeneous and tr'-separable.
In particular we have the following.
Corollary 2 .3 5 . Suppose G Is soluble. Then G Is Tr-closed If and only 
If G Is Tr'-homogeneous.
A theorem of FrobenlusCsee.for exampletRose; 10, 47]) can now be 
given in terms of the above definitions.
Theorem 2 .3 6 . A group G is p-closed If and only If G is
p'-hom ogeneous.
The problem ,then.w as to generalise Theorem 2 .3 6 .
Remark: It is necessary to stress the significance of the position of
the “'" .a s  interchange will usually cause theorems such as
Theorem 2 .3 6  to break down, as can be seen from the following 
counterexamples.
Example 2 .3 7 . A * is 5'-homogeneous but not 5 -c lo s e d .[A s has only 
six conjugacy classes of 5'-subgroups(of orders 1 . 2 , 3 , 4 .6  and 
12) and it is easily shown that each of these satisfy the criterion for 
5'-hom ogeneity. Clearly, as 5efTCA5) and A s Is sim ple, A 5 is not 
5-closedl.
Example 2 .3 8 . The simple groups P S L (2 ,2 z n + i) where n^1 are 
3'-hom ogeneous but not 3 -c lo sed (see ,fo r exam ple[21).
The best results obtained by Baer. Theorems 2 .3 9  and 2 .4 1 . use 
Theorem 2 .3 6  In their proofs.
Theorem 2 . 39 [12: Theorem 5.21. A group G Is both p-hom ogeneous  
and p '-hom ogeneous If and only It G is the direct product of a 
p-group and a p '-g roup .
This result led Baer to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2 .4 0 . A group G is both Tr-homogeneous and 
Tr'-homogeneous If and only If G Is the direct product of a u-group  
and a Tr'-group.
We shall Investigate this conjecture later in this section,and also In 
Section II of Chapter IV,
Theorem 2 .4 1  [12: Theorem 5. 3]. A group G is Tr-closed if and only if 
G is Tr'-homogeneous and G satisfies the following condition,
(*>l f  R is a maximal Tr-subgroup of G and P Is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G for some p fir  then <R,P> is a {Tr,p)-group.
13
Condition ( * )  is not very helpful. Much later, after an hiatus of 
fifteen years. Arad, in his doctoral thesis extracts published in 
1974, improved slightly on Baer's results. The first theorem is in 
relation to the prime 2 .
Theorem 2 . 4 2 (A ra d [l: Lemma 2 .6 1 ). A group G is 2-closed If and 
only if G Is 2'-hom ogeneous.
Thus,taking Theorem 2 .3 6  Into account.the prime 2 has a certain  
symmetry which odd primes do not.
Arad then extended Frobenius' theorem.
Theorem 2 . 4 3 ( 1; Theorem Al) . Suppose that 2en  and that all 
rr-subgroups of a group G are 2-closed. Then G is tr'-closed if and 
only it G is Tr-homogeneous.
He then attacked the general problem of equating rr'-closure with 
ir-homogeneity.
Theorem 2 . 44 [1 : Theorem B). Suppose that 2err.Then a group G Is 
tr'-closed if and only If G Is Tr-homogeneous and any one of the 
following conditions holds.
( i ) 3 f r < G ) .
(ii)T h e  rr'-subgroups of G are soluble.
(iii)G  has abelian or dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.
(iv) Every chain of subgroups in G has length at most 7.
(Note that a chain of subgroups is an ordered list of
subgroups, each of which is maximal in the next).
C learly ,the aim was to extend this list,o r,a lternative ly ,to  seek more 
general statem ents.The latter view held ,as  will be seen after the 
following corollary of Theorem 2 .4 4 .
Corollary 2 . 45C1: Theorem Cl. Suppose G Is a group such that
1tt(G ) 1=4.Then G is Tr'-closed If and oniy If G is Tr-homogeneous.
It Is convenient now to make the following definition.
Definition 2 .4 6 . A group G Is said to be a Dtr-oroup If G has a Hall 
Tr-subgroup.all Hall tr-subgroups are conjugate,and every rr-subgroup 
is contained in a Hall TT-subgroup.
The last theorem of Arad from 1974 can now be given.
Theorem  2 . 47L1: Theorem D l.Let G be a Tr-homogeneous 
Dtj-group. Then G is tr'-closed if and only if one of the following 
holds.
( I) 3 ^ rr(G ).
(li)T h e  proper subgroups of G are rr'-closed.
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Ferguson then gave an Important result relating to 3 '-hom ogeneity. 
Theorem 2 . 4 8 (F erguson[26]). The only finite nonabelian simple 
3'-hom ogeneous groups are S z (2 zn+1) and P S L C 2.2*n + i) for 
some n ^ l .
(Note that the Suzuki groups are obviously 3 '-hom ogeneous as 
their orders are prime to 3, and the linear groups are 
3'-hom ogeneous by Example 2 .3 8 ) .
Extending Theorem 2 .4 8 ,Arad showed that In a sense the above 
linear groups are the only groups to violate the equivalence of 
3'-hom ogeneity and 3-closure.
Theorem 2 .4 9 (A rad [2; Theorem B l) . Let G be a 3'-hom ogeneous  
group and suppose that P S L (2 .2 2n+x) is not involved in G for any 
nan. Then G is 3-closed.
(A  group H is said to be involved in a group G if H is a factor 
group of a subgroup of G ) .
In the same paper,Arad gave the following.
Theorem 2 . 5Q[2 : Theorem Cl. Suppose that 2^tr and 3etr. Then 
tr-homogeneity is equivalent to Tr'-closure.
One year later, in 1977, Ferguson gave an important improvement 
over both Theorem s 2 .3 6  and 2 .4 7 .
Theorem 2 .5 1  ( Fem uson [28]). Let G be a Tr-homogeneous 
Dff-group. Then G is tr'-closed.
This result was proved without reference to any of the previous 
theorems except Baer's basic results,Theorem s 2 .3 0 ,2 .3 1 ,2 .3 2  and 
2 .3 4 , by showing that the group G satisfies the hypothesis of a 
certain character-theoretic result of Brauer and 
SuzukKTheorem 3 .3 5 )  which immediately implies tr'-closure.
There followed a period of seven years when there was no 
published work on the subject, until In 1984, Arad and Chillag gave the 
following theorem ,the  proof of which uses to good effect the complete 
classification of the finite simple groups.
Theorem 2. 5 2 (Arad and Ghillag[8J ). Suppose that 2^n. Then a group G 
is tr'-closed If and only if G Is tr-homogeneous.
In later chapters we shall see extensive use of this fundamental 
theorem to prove results of major significance. However we shall end
15
this section by noting that Theorem 2 .5 2  can be used to prove the 
truth of Conjecture 2 .4 0 , as will be seen in Chapter IV.
Theorem 2 .5 3 . A group G is both tr-homogeneous and
7r'-homogeneous If and only If G is the direct product of a tr-group  
and a tr'-group.
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Section III: Further odd characterisations of simple groups
For com pleteness.there now follows a listing of the remaining 
important theorems concerning odd characterisations of simple 
groups. As their proofs are so diverse in technique it is not possible 
in this thesis to give an adequate description and so no discussion of 
them will be given.
The first two theorems are contained in G .H Igm an's Odd 
Characterisation Lecture Notes.
Theorem 2. 5 4 (H lam an[47: Theorem 111). Let G be a simple group with 
elements x and y of orders 3 and 5 respectively, such that 
Cq ( x) =oc>x<y> and CQ(y) is insoluble.Then G *P S U (3 ,4 ) .
Theorem  2. 55E47: Theorem 121. Let G be a simple group with a 
subgroup isomorphic to D6xD10 which is the normaliser in G of both 
the subgroup of order 3 and the subgroup of order 5 contained in it. 
Then GsaeJi..
e}
We now have an alternative characterisation involving PSLC2.7) to 
that of Theorem 2 .1 .
Theorem 2. 5 6 (Collins[17: Theorem A ] ) . Let G be a simple group such 
that whenever K is a subgroup of odd order which is either abelian 
or a p -g ro u p .th en  IN q CK)/C q CK) (< i.T h e n  G is Isomorphic to either 
PSLC2.7) or P S L (2 .2 n) for some n*2.
The next theorem combines results from two papers to give a 
characterisation of certain symplectic groups.
Theorem 2. 5 7 (Havden[4Q], [411). Let G be a simple group containing a
3-central elem ent x of order 3 such that CQ(x)asCpSp (4 , 3m) (a ) for 
some 3-central elem ent a of order 3 in P s p (4 ,3 m ) for some 
m > l.an d  that for all elements z in the centre of Cq ( x ) . 
C q (z )s C q (x ) , and that not alt 3-central elements of G belong to the 
same conjugacy class of G .Then G & P sp(4 ,3m) .
Note:The corresponding result for P s p (4 .3 ) given by Haydent391 was 
shown to be w rong.and corrected,by Prince in Theorem 2 .6 9  below.
We now have an extension of Theorem 2. 54.
Theorem  2 . 5 8 (Stew art[571). Let G be a simple group containing an 
elem ent x of order 3 such that CQ(x)e£Zl s . Then G is isomorphic to
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either P S L <2 ,1 6 ), PSL<2,2 9 ) .  PSL(2. 31) or P S U (3 ,4 > .
The next theorem ,as with many of the other results In this 
section, requires 2 -loca l analysis In Its proof, although It contains no
2-structure In Its hypothesis.
Theorem  2. 5 9 (Q 'N an[511). Let G be a simple group with an elem ent x 
of order 3 such that Cq ( x) /< x> is Isomorphic to either 
PSLC2, q ) . PGLC2, q) or P rL (2, q ) . Suppose also that there exists an 
elementary abelian 3-subgroup P of G .o f order 9 , such that all 
non-identity elements of P are conjugate In G .Then G Is isomorphic 
to one of the following:
P S IK 3 .5 ) ,P S L (3 ,7 ) , M *3, M24, HS, Ru.
Later O'Nan improved this result as follows.
Theorem 2 . 6 0 (Q 'N a n [5 2 ]). Let G and P satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2 .5 9  minus the condition that the non-identity elements of P 
are conjugate. Then the only possibilities for G other than those listed 
In Theorem 2 .5 9  are PSL(5 . 2) , J 2 and P s p (4 ,4 ) .
A result related to C33-groups is the following.
Theorem  2 . 6 1 CYoshidat691) . Let G be a simple group such that for 
each element x of order 3 ,C q (x ) Is isomorphic to either Z 3xZ3 or 
Z 3xA^.Then G is isomorphic to one of the following:
A6 .A 7 , P S L (3 ,4 ) , PSL(3. 7) , PSUC3. 5) . M z z .
Arad and Chillag improved Theorem 2 .6 1 .
Theorem 2 .6 2 ( Arad and C hlllagtS]). Let G be a simple group such 
that for each element x of order 3 ,C q (x ) Is either a 3-group or Is 
isomorphic to Z3xA *.Then G Is isomorphic to one of the following:
P S L (2 .q ) where q = 2 .3 n±1 for some nfcl,
PSLC2, 3n)for some n^2,
PSLC2 ,8 ) ,  PSL<3 .4 ) ,  PSL(3, 7) , A7 .P S U (3 ,5 )  , Ma*.
The next theorems concern the presence or absence of elements  
of order 6 ,
Theorem 2 .6 3 (Havden and W lnter[421). Let G be a simple group with 
a seif-centrallslng element of order 6 such that G has only one 
conjugacy class of Involution. Then G Is isomorphic to one of the 
following:
M u ., Jj.. PSLC 3, 3) , PSLC 2, I D ,  P S L (2 ,13) .
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Theorem 2, 6 4 (Frohardt[343). Let G be a simple group with an elem ent 
x ot order 3 such that Cq (x) Is abelian of odd o rd er.n o  non-trivial
2-subgroup of G is normalised by <x> and G has a cyclic Sylow
3-subgroup.
Then G *P S L (2 ,2 z n + i) for some n * l .
, • ^  - v
Theorem 2. 6 5 (Fletcher,\Stewart and cStellmacher)[333) . Let G be a
n
simple group with no element of order 6 , such that some non-trivlal
2-subgroup of G is normalised by an element of order 3. Then G is 
isomorphic to one of the following:
PSLC2, 3n) . PSLC2. p n) for some p n»±5m odl2 ,
PSLC2, 2zn) , PSUC3. 2n) . PSLC3, 2 n) for some 2n^lm od9.
q <7< ^
Theorem 2 . 6 6 ( Hiom an[483). Let G be a simple group with an element 
x of order 3 and cyclic Sylow 3-subgroup such that Nq< <x» = <H.t> 
where H is an abelian subgroup of G of odd order and C h T )* - l for 
all heH.Then G is Isomorphic to one of the following:
PSLC2.2n) for some n*2 ,
PSLC2 , q) for some odd q>5 and qs±5mod 12.
This result was improved by Dickson.
Theorem 2 . 6 7 (Dickson[193) . Let G be as in the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2 .6 6  except that now H is an abelian subgroup of order not 
divisible by 4. Then G is isomorphic to one of the following:
PSLC2 . 2n) for some n*2 ,
PSLC2 , q) for some qs±5,±7 or ± llm o d 2 4 .
A result on CC-subgroups of order divisible by 3 Is the following 
alternative characterisation of P S L (2 ,3 n) which was published after 
Arad's classification (Theorem  2. 2 3 ).
Theorem 2 . 6 8 ( Ferguson and Smltht293) . Let G be a simple 3CC-group  
with Sylow 3-subgroup M such that M is abeiian and G has at least 
two conjugacy classes of elements of order 3, Then G is isomorphic 
to P S L (2 ,3 n> for some n^2.
The next result corrects a mistake in HaydenE393 as promised in 
the note following Theorem 2 .5 7 , First, it is convenient to state an 
hypothesis.
Hypothesis A . G is a group with an element x of order 3 such that
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CDCq Cx) Is Isomorphic to the centraliser of a 3 -central element 
of order 3 in P s p (4 ,3 ),a n d
(H )C q ( x) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 3 3 
which does not normalise any non-trivial 3 '-subgroup of G.
Theorem 2 . 6 9 ( Princet531). Let G be a simple group satisfying
Hypothesis A.
( i ) i f  x is not conjugate to Its inverse then G » P s p (4 ,3 ) .
C11)If x is conjugate to its inverse then G a£psp(6,2).
In connection with Theorem 2. 69, we make the following definition. 
Definition 2 .7 0 . We will say that two groups have the same
3-cen tra liser structure if they have the same number of conjugacy 
classes of elements of order 3 and the corresponding centralisers  
are isomorphic.
An extension of Theorem 2 .6 9  can now be given.
Theorem 2. 71 [531.
(I)L e t G be a simple group with the same 3-centraliser structure 
as P s p (4 ,3 ) . Then G *P s p < 4 ,3 ).
( II)  Let G be a simple group with the same 3-centraliser structure 
as P s p (6 .2 ) .  Then G *P s p (6 ,2 ) .
Prince later applied the same ideas to the group ZD * (2 ) .
Theorem  2 . 7 2 (Prince[541). Let G be a simple group with the same
3-cen tra iiser structure as zD ^ (2 ).T h e n  Gssz D4 ( 2 ) .
The next result requires two definitions.
Definition 2. 7 3 . A group G is said to be a perfect central extension of 
another group H if G/Z(G)asH and G'=G.
Definition 2 .7 4 . Let G be a group with Sylow p-subgroup P. A 
subgroup W of P is said to be weakly closed in P with respect to G 
if whenever W9*sp for some geG then W9=W.
Theorem 2 . 7 5 (Stafford[553). Let G be a simple group with an elem ent 
x of order 3 such that Cq (x) Is a perfect central extension of Mz z , 
and that for some Sylow 3-subgroup P of G containing x, <x> Is not 
weakly closed in P with respect to G .Then Gasj*.
Lastly we have another result condensed from more than paper. 
Theorem  2 . 7 6 (Thom as[623). Let G be a simple group satisfying the 
following three conditions.
( I)T h e  centraliser of each elem ent of order 3 has a Sylow
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2-subgroup which is either cyclic,d ihedral,sem ldihedral or 
generalised quaternion.
( li)T h e  centraliser of some involution of G has a non-cyclic Sylow
3-subgroup.
(H i)A ll 2 -loca i subgroups are 2-constralned.
Then G is Isomorphic to either PSUC4, 3 ) ,  P sp (4 , 3) or G£( 3 ) .
Note: A group H is p-constrained if whenever P Is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Op ' #p (H ) then C n C P ^ O p ^ p C H ). In particular, every 
soluble group is p-constrained for every prime p.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS REQUIRED IN THIS THESIS
Section 1: General Group Theory
This section consists of a listing of results from general group 
theory which are useful in later chapters whether for convenience or 
necessity. However we start with some unnumbered definitions.
First we redefine some terms appearing in the previous chapter. 
Definition. Let M be a subgroup of a group G .Then  M is said to be a 
CC-subgroup of G,denoted M^CCG , If and only if it is
proper, non-trlvlai and for all x«=M# . Cq ( x)<£M.
Now. although we have not yet proved that a GG-subgroup is a 
Hail subgroupCTheorem 3. 3 6 ) . we define a ttCC group.
Definition. Suppose that M ^ c G .a n d  let it= tt( M )  . Then we call G a 
irCC-g roup, with trCC-subgroup M.
Definition. A group G is said to be a Cim-group for some set it  If and 
only if the centraliser of every non-trlvial Tr-element is a rr-group.
Definition. A group G is said to be a D^-group if G has a Hall
tr-subgroup, all Hall n-subgroups of G are conjugate and every
ir-subgroup of G is contained in a Hall tr-subgroup.
Definition. A group G is tr-separable if the composition factors of G 
are either tr-groups or tr'-groups.
Definition. A group G Is tr-soluble If the composition factors of G are 
either tr'-groups or p-groups for pen.
A useful idea encountered frequently in later chapters is that of a 
T. i-set.
Definition. A subgroup H of a group G is said to be a T. I-se t In G if 
for all g e G -N Q (H ) .H n H 9= l.
We now give the standard definitions of Frobenius and Zassenhaus 
groups.
Definition. Suppose that a group G has a subgroup H such that H is 
a T. I-se t in G and N Q (H )=H .T h en  G is called a Frobenius group 
with com plem ent H.
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Note: It is obvious that any conjugate of H is also a complement.
Definition. A group G is a Zassenhaus group of degree n if it satisfies 
the following three conditions.
( i )G  is doubly transitive on n symbols.
(II)  Any non-ldentlty element of G has at most two fixed points.
( i i i)G  has no regular normal subgroup.
Lastly we have the following.
 ^liL. u A.--v f S' I*.
fWc ^ ( * 0
Definition. PrLC2. q)=AutPSL(2. q ) .
We are now in a position to list the required results.
In this list there is no special significance in the ordering. However 
there is a general progression from elementary results to much 
deeper ones. It should be noted that proofs will only appear if there  
is no explicit reference available. In any particular proof, results in this 
section needed will precede that being proved.
Proposition 3. I CRose: Lemma 4.363. Suppose that H^G .Then  
Cq (H )^ N q (H )  and Nq ( H ) /C q (H ) can be embedded In AutH.
Proposition 3. 2 [Rose: Lemma 4 . 383. If G is a cyclic group then AutG 
is abelian.
Proposition 3 . 3 [Rose; Lemma 9. 153. If G is a cyclic group of prime 
order p then AutG is cyclic of order p -1 .
Proposition 3 . 4 [Rose: Lemmas 1 1 .8  and 11. 93. If P Is a p-group then 
P /* ( P )  is elementary abelian.
Proposition 3 . 5 [Rose: Theorem 7.41. Suppose K**G.lf K and G /K  are 
both soluble then G is soluble.
Proposition 3. 6 . If G Is a non-trivial soluble group then F (G )*1 .
Proof. Since G Is soluble, every chief factor of G Is elementary 
abelian. In particular G has a non-trivial nllpotent normal subgroup.
Proposition 3 . 7 . Suppose that K^G.H Is a Hall iT-subgroup of K and 
all Hall tr-subgroups of K are conjugate In K. Then G=Nq CH)K.
Proof. H^K, and so h 9s=k9=K for any geG. Since H9 is a Hail
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TT-subgroup of K.H9=Hk for some keK.Thus gk~A€NQ(H) and so
geNQ(H)K as required.
Theorem 3 . 8 [Rose: Theorem 11. 18]. If Q is a soluble group then G is 
a Djr-group for any it.
Theorem 3 . 9 [Gorensteln;Theorem 6 .3 .6 3 . If G is tr-soluble or
7r'-soluble then G Is a Dir~group.
Theorem 3. IQ tScott: 9 .3 . 143. if G has a niipotent Hall rr-subgroup 
then G is a D^-group.
Proposition 3 .1 1 . Suppose N is a minimal normal subgroup of a group
G .Then either N is elementary abelian or N is the direct product of 
Isomorphic simple groups.
Proof. Clearly N is characteristically simple. The result follows by 
[Rose;Theorem  8.103.
Proposition 3 .1 2 . [Rose: Lemma 10. 201. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup  
of a group G .Then  any two elements of Z (P ) which are conjugate In 
G are already conjugate in Nq (P ) .
Theorem 3. 13[Rqsq: Theorem 10. 213. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of 
a group G .lf P*Z<Nq (P ) )  then G has a normal p-com plem ent.
Theorem 3 . 14[Gorenstein: Theorem 5. 1.43. Let \j/ be a 
p'-autom orphism  of a p-group P which Induces the identity on 
P / * ( P ) . Then Is the identity automorphism on P.
Theorem 3. IS tGorensteln: Theorem 3. 8. 23. Let K be a conjugacy class 
of p-elem ents of a group G such that every pair of elements of K 
generates a p -group .Then  K lies In a normal p-subgroup of G.
Theorem 3 . 16Elsaacs: Theorem 7. 23. Let G be a Frobenius group with 
complement H .Then there exists a normal subgroup K of G ,ca lled  the 
kernel.such that G=HK and HnK=1.
Theorem 3 .1 7[Gorenstein; Theorem 5 .4 . 31. Let P denote either the 
dihedral group D2m or the generalised quaternion group Qzm tor
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some m *3 .T h en  the following hold.
(I)  |Z (P ) 1=2 and P /Z (P ) * D 2m - i .
(ID If P=Dz m then subgroups of P are cyclic or dihedral. ^
(III) If P=Q2m then subgroups of P are cyclic or generalised  
quaternion.
Theorem 3 . 18 (Thom psonE63]). If G admits a fixed-point-free  
automorphism of prime order then G is nllpotent.
Theorem 3 . 19[Gorenstein: Theorem 10. 3. lHHuppert l:V  8. 181. Let G 
be a Frobenius group with kernel K and complement H .Then the 
following hold.
( I ) N q CH)=H.
( ii) H Is a T . I-s e t In G.
(Ill) K^G,
( iv) G=HK, H n K = l.
(v) IH I divides IK I-1 .
(v i)H  can be embedded in AutK.
(v ii)K  is nilpotent.
(v iii)lf p is odd then Sylow p-subgroups of H are cyclic.
(ix)Sylow 2-subgroups of H are cyclic or generalised quaternion.
( x ) Z ( H ) * l .
(x i)lf IH  | is odd then H is metacycllc,
(x il)lf tH I is even then |Z (H ) I is even and K Is abelian.
(x iii)lf H is abelian then H is cyclic.
Theorem 3. 20EFelt and Thompson). Groups of odd order are soluble.
Theorem 3 .2 1 . Groups with non-trivial cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups are  
soluble.
Proof. Let G be a group of even order with a cyclic 
Sylow 2-subgroup, P. Let g be an elem ent of odd order in 
N Q <P ).T h en  g acts as an automorphism of P by conjugation and so 
Induces an automorphism on P /4>(P ).B ut P/*(P)atZj> and 
AutZ^aO. Thus g induces the trivial automorphism on P/4»(P) and so 
by Burnside's Theorem  3 .1 4 ,g  acts trivially on P .th a t ls ,g  centralises  
P. Since we also have P^Cq (P ) it follows that Nq CP)^Cq ( P ) , that 
Is, Nq (P )= C q (P ) . Thus P<Z(N q (P ) )  and we use Theorem 3 .1 3  to 
obtain that G has a normal 2-com plem ent, K, say. Now K is soluble
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by Theorem 3. 20. and since G /K *P . Proposition 3 .5  implies that G is 
soluble.
Proposition 3 .2 2 . Suppose K*H*G  and that H is a T. I-s e t in G .Then  
Nq CK)*Nq (H ) .
Proof. Let geNQ(K).Then K9=K.Thus HnH9*1.Then since H is a 
T. 1-set in G.geNQCHKas required.
Proposition 3. 23 tRose; 7. 31. Suppose that H .K .a n d  L are subgroups of 
a group G such that K^H.Then HnCKL) =K (H n L ).
Proposition 3 .2 4 . Let H be a Hall n-subgroup of G and suppose N Is 
a normal subgroup of G such that ( | H | . IN I) *1 . Then H nN ^I.
Proof. Let p divide < | H | . | N | )  and let x be a p-elem ent of N. Since 
pen and H is a Hall n-subgroup.x9eH for some geG.But N^G and so 
x9eN. Hence result.
Theorem 3 . 25[Huppert III; XI Lemmas 3 .1  and 3 .1 0  and Theorem 3.91. 
Let G be the Suzuki group S z(q ) where q=22n + i for some n ^ l.a n d  
let r=2n .Then the following are true.
C i> If p is odd then Sylow p-subgroups of G are cyclic.
( i l)G  has cyclic CC-subgroups of orders q±2r+1, denoted by H| for 
1=1.2 such that IN Q (H j) /H il= 4  for 1=1.2.
CIII)G has a Frobenius CC-subgroup F of order q2 (q -1 )  with a 
cyclic complement of order q -1 .
Theorem  3 . 2 6 (S u zu k i[59 I). A Zassenhaus group of odd degree is 
simple and Is isomorphic to either P S L (2 .2 n) or S z (2 2n+A) for some 
n ^ l ,
Theorem  3 . 2 7 (S uzuk l[60P . Let M^CCG such that 2 divides IM I.T h e n  
one of the following is true.
( i) G is Frobenius with M as kernel or complement.
( i i)G  is a Zassenhaus group of odd degree and M is either a 
Sylow 2-subgroup or a Sylow 2-norm allser.
Theorem  3 . 2 8 (Gorenstein and W alter[36], [371). Let G be a group with 
dihedral Syiow 2-subgroups.Then G /O^'CG) is isomorphic to one of 
the following.
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Ct) A Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
(II) The alternating group A7 .
(III)A  subgroup of P rL (2 ,q ) containing P S L (2 ,q ) for some odd q.
Theorem 3 .2 9 (B rauar and Suzukl[14]). Let G be a group with 
generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, Then |Z (G /O z ' ( G ) ) 1=2 
and denoting G /O z »(G) by G * ,G * /Z (G * )a H  Is a group with dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroups and Oz '(H )= 1 .
Proof, G * has generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups and so 
factoring out the centre of such a group, of order 2 . produces a group 
with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Now the inverse image of Oz '(H )  in 
G* is Zzx (a  group of odd order) and hence equals Zz since 
Oz '(G * )  =1. Hence Oz '(H )= 1 .
Theorem 3 .3 0 . Let G be a non-soluble Frobenius group with kernel K 
and complement H .Then  the following are true.
< i)H  has even order.
( ID K Is abelian of odd order.
(Itl)G  has generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups.
( lv )Z (G /O z’ < G ))a £ z .
(v )G /O z ' ( G ) /Z ( G /O z '(G )  )asPSL(2,p) for some p.
Proof. ( I)  Suppose that H had odd order. Then H would be soluble 
and hence so also would G .a  contradiction.
( i i ) l t  Is Immediate that K has odd order. By 
[Isaacs; Lemma 7 .213 .K  Is abelian.
(i i i)A  Sylow 2-subgroup of G is contained in H .B y  
Theorem 3 .1 9 .H  has cyclic or generalised quaternion Sylow 
2-subgroups. If H had cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups then by Theorem  
3 .2 1 .H  would be soluble and hence G would be soluble, a 
contradiction.
(Iv)Follows Immediately from (III) and Theorem  3 .2 9 .
(v )B y Theorem 3 .1 7 . factoring out the centre of a group with 
generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups leaves a group with 
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Thus L=G /O z '(G )  /Z ( G /O z ' ( G ) ) has 
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Also, Oz '(L ) =1 as in Theorem  3 .2 9  and 
so L has one of the three forms listed in Theorem 3 ,2 8 .
Now if L was a 2-group then G /O z '(G ) and hence G would be 
soluble, a contradiction. Also It is obvious that A7 has a noncyclic 
elementary abelian 3-subgroup and so L. being a factor group of the
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complement H,would have a noncyclfc 3-subgroup,contradicting  
Theorem 3 .1 9 ,Thus L Is a subgroup ot P rL (2 ,q )  tor some q,
containing P S L (2 ,q ).B u t P S L (2 ,q ) has elementary abelian subgroups 
ot order q .a  contradiction unless q=P -a  prime. In this 
case. P rL (2 .p ) = P G L (2 ,p ) . Hence either L=P G L(2 ,p ) or P S L (2 .p ).B u t  
PGLC2 ,p ) does not have dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and so
L ~ P S L (2 ,p ).
Theorem 3 .3 1  (Thompson, unpublished). Let G be a simple 
3 '-g roup . Then G » S z (2 ,2 zn+A) tor some n*T .
Theorem 3 . 3 2 CGIauberman. unpublished). If G is an S *-fre e  group
then G contains a strongly-closed abelian 2-subgroup in a Sylow 
2-subgroup T with respect to G.
Theorem 3 .3 3 (s e e ,fo r  exam plel21). Let G be a group. Then G is 
S^-free If and only If Nq C H I/C q CH) Is S 3-fre e  for all 2-subgroups H 
of G,
Theorem 3 . 3 4 (Goldschm ldt[351). Let G be a simple group with a
strongly-closed abelian 2-subgroup in a Sylow 2-subgroup with 
respect to G .Then  G is isomorphic to one of the following.
( I)P S L (2 ,q )  where q=2n or q=3 or 5mod8.
(II) P S U (3 ,2 zn) for some n * l .
( i i l )S z (2 2n+A) for some n ^ l.
(iv) Jj..
(v) 2G2( 3 zn+A) for some n ^ l .
Theorem 3. 35 [lsaacs; Theorem 8 . 223. Let G be a group with a Hall 
subgroup H such that whenever two elements of H are conjugate in G 
they are already conjugate In H. Suppose also that for every 
elementary subgroup E in GCthat Is a direct product of a cyclic group 
and a p -g ro u p ), if |E | divides IH l then E is conjugate to a subgroup 
of H .Then there exists a normal complement to H In G.
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Section 11: The basic theory of groups with CC-suboroups
This section consists of a systematic exposition of the basic results 
Involving groups with GC-subgroups. Though in reality it is used 
extensively as a reference section. It is hoped that this part of the 
thesis will be seen to exist also as a self-contained whole. As 
such,a ll proofs are from first principles or at least starting from well 
known results. Some proofs are trivially simple but are given for 
completeness and several of the results have never actually been
stated explicitly before.
Proposition 3 .3 6 . Let M^ccG .Then M is a Hall subgroup.
Proof. Let p divide IM I and suppose that P Is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
M contained in a Sylow p-subgroup S of G .Then  2 (S )^ C g CP)^M and 
so Sh£Cq (Z (S )  )<£M. Thus P=S,as required.
Proposition 3 .3 7 . Let M<£ccG .Then M9^ccG for all g<sG.
Proof. Let xeM# .Then C q ( x 9 )  =CCq Cx) ) 9^M 9. as required.
Proposition 3. 3 8 . Let M ,N ^ ccG .lf  MnN*1 then MnN*£ccG.
Proof. Let x « (M n N )*. Then Cq (x) * M  and Cq (x )^N . Hence 
CGCx)^MnN,as required.
Proposition 3 .3 9 . Let M^CCG and suppose Z (M ) *1 . Then M is a
T. I-s e t in G.
Proof. Suppose MnM9^l and let xe(M nM 9)# . Clearly 
Z (M )u Z (M 9)^ C G (x)^ M n M 9 , Let w e (Z (M 9 )) Then weM and so
M 9 = C q (w ) ^M. Thus M 9=M .as required.
Proposition 3 .4 0 . Let M^CCG and H^G .Then either MnH=1,MnH=H or 
MnH^ccH.
Proof. Suppose MnH^t or H and let x e (M n H )*. Then Cq ( x)£M  and so 
Ch <x)*sMnH,as required.
Proposition 3. 4 1 . Let K^ccMjsccG. Then K^CCG.
Proof. Let fceK# .Then C q (/(> *M  and so C Q (k )  =G m U<) * K t as required.
Proposition 3 .4 2 . Let M^cCG , a n d  let N be a normal
tr-subgroup of G .Then N^M.
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Proof. MN Is a Tr-subgroup of G containing M and so MN=M as M is 
Hall. Thus N^M.
Proposition 3. 4 3 . Let M *ccG .Then  Z (G )= 1 .
Proof. Suppose Z (G )*1  and let z « (Z (G ) )# .lf  zeM then G = C Q (z )^ M .a  
contradiction,and If z^M then zeC Q tN D ^M ,a contradiction.
Proposition 3 .4 4 . Let M^CCG and suppose that G=AxB.Then either A-1  
or B=1.
Proof. Suppose neither A nor B Is I .L e t  p  divide IM I and
suppose,without loss of generality,that p divides lA l.L e t  x be an 
element of order p In A .Then x«M9 for some geG .Thus  
B ^ C q (A )^ C q (x )^ M 9  and so A«£Gq(B)<£M9. Hence G ^M 9.a  
contradiction.
Proposition 8 .4 5 . Let Ms£ccG and suppose that M*aG.Then G is
Frobenius with Kernel M.
Proof. M is a normal Hail subgroup of G and so by the 
Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem G splits over M .T h a t Is ,th ere  exists H^G 
such that G=HM and HnM=1.
Let geG -H and put g=xm for some xeH and some meM# , Let
yeHnHQ.Then yeHm and so y -h m for some PeH. Since y<=H we have 
l/i,m l=/?"i y6H. Since M *G ,[h ,m ]€M  and so as M nH=1, , Thus
Hence h-1 and so y=1.Thus H n H 9 = l.T h en  by the
definition of a Frobenius group,G  is Frobenius with complement H 
and so by Frobenius' Theorem 3 .1 6 ,G  has kernel M.
Proposition 3 .4 6 . Let G be a Frobenius group with kernel K and 
complement H .Then both K and H are CC-subgroups of G.
Proof. Let h<&H# and g«C G <h).Then />«HnH9 and so since H Is a 
T. I-set In G, H=H9* Thus g«N Q (H ) =H. Hence H^CCG.
Let fc€K# .X€CQ<fc) and suppose that x^K.Then xeH9 for some 
geG.Now k€C Q (x)*H 9 by the first paragraph,a contradiction.
Hence K ^ qG.
Proposition 3 .4 7 . Let M^CCG and suppose that G is Frobenius with 
kernel K and complement H .Then  either M=K or M=H9 for some geG.
Proof. Suppose that M n K -I.T h e n  MnH9?si for some conjugate H9 of 
H .S ince Z (H ) *1 , Propositions 3 .4 0  and 3 .4 3  imply that
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H 9*M . Suppose that H9<M.Then since G“ H9K, M n K *l, a contradiction. 
Hence H9=M .Thus we can assume that M nK ^l.A s before, since 
Z (K ) * l ,w e  have that K*M.i1 K<M then by the above argument 
M nH 9*l for some complement H9 of G and so H 9*M .Thus  
G=H9k*M , a contradiction. Hence K=M.
Proposition 3 .4 8 . Let H be both a Frobenius complement and a 
Frobenius kernel.Then H is cyclic of odd order.
Proof. Since H is nilpotent. Syiow subgroups of H are normal in
H .and a Sylow 2-subgroup, P. is either cyclic or generalised  
quaternion by Theorem 3. 19. Suppose that P *1 . Then in either case  
for P .P  contains a characteristic subgroup of order 2 (th e  latter case  
by Theorem 3 .1 7 ) ,  Thus H has a normal subgroup of order 2 .N  
say. Now let G be a Frobenius group with kernel H and complement 
L. By Proposition 3. 1, Nq CN) /G q CN) can be embedded in 
AutNasAutZ^asl. Now Cq (N )^H  as H^ccG .an d  H ^ N Q (N ).T h u s  
Cq (N ) =Nq (N )  =H. Hence L normalises and so centralises  
N, contradicting the fact that H^CCG. Hence 2 does not divide 
I H I. Thus H Is the direct product of cyclic groups of relatively prime 
orders and therefore cyclic.
Proposition 3 .4 9 . Let G be a Frobenius group with kernel K and 
suppose that N^G .Then either K*£N or N^K.
Proof. Suppose that N4K.Then we can select xeN -K  and without loss 
of generality suppose that x is of prime order p where p does not 
divide IK I as K is a Hall subgroup. Thus <x> acts as a q '-group of 
automorphisms on each Sylow q-subgroup Q of K for any q dividing 
|K |.T h u s  by tGorenstein; Theorem 5. 3. 53. Q=t<x>. Q1Cq(x) . Thus 
Q=r<x>,Q] since C q (x)=1  as K^ccG .Thus Q^N as [<x>, Ql^N. Hence 
K^N.as required.
Proposition 3 .5 0 . Let M,6ccG and N be a minimal normal subgroup of 
G such that M n N ^ l.lf N^M then N is simple.
Proof, By Proposition 3 .1 1 .N  Is either elementary abelian. In which 
case, by Propositions 3 .4 0  and 3 .4 3 ,N ^ M ,o r  N is a direct product of 
isomorphic simple groups, in the latter case, if the product has length 
greater than one, then by Propositions 3 .4 0  and 3 .4 4 , N^M. Thus in 
order that N ^M ,N  must be a simple group.
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Proposition 3 .5 1 . Suppose that 1 <K*M*CCG and H*G such that 
M n H = l.T h en  the following are true.
( I ) I f  K^G and H+G then HK is Frobenius with kernel K and
complement H.
(II)11 H*»G and K^ K3 then HK is Frobenius with kernel H and
complement K.
Proof. ( l )C n ( f t ) * M  for ail k€K# ,
Thus CH C*)=1 for all keK*.
Thus K is a normal CC-subgroup of HK and so HK is Frobenius 
with kernel K by Proposition 3. 45. Similarly, C ^ t h )  =1 for all heH# and 
so Hs^ccHK, Thus by Proposition 3 .4 7 . and since H;*K, H is a 
complement for HK.
The proof of ( ii) is analogous.
We now require to introduce some character theory.
Proposition 3 .5 2 . Let #xyz denote the number of different ways of 
expressing z as the product of a conjugate of x and a conjugate of y
and let 8xy denote the function that has value 1 If x and y are
conjugate and 0 otherwise. Now suppose that G is a Frobenius group 
with kernel K and complement H and let ke*&.  u.  veG-K.
( I) %uv~*-k~^uv IGI  ^I Cq ( w) I
(ii)K ^ G ' and K -G ' if and only if H is cyclic.
Proof, ( i )  A well known order formula is the fo!!owing(see for 
examplelGorenstein: Theorem 4 .2 .  121).
*xyz=  LGJ  £ x (x )x (y ) x ( z ~ x)
IC q Cx) 1 iCQ(y) t x^lrrG x G )
We neglect the proceeding constant for the moment and consider 




But by [Gorensteln;Theorem  4 .5 .3 3  the first sum is identically 
zero(s ince we take x=u^K) and the second sum can be considered 
as the sum over the irreducible characters of G /K »H .Thus
#uv~*-k~ LG | E x (u )x (v " ’1)
|C q ( u) I ICq ( v) I x^lrrH 
By the second orthogonality relation, this sum Is just 
su v |C h ( v3 I.a n d  the result follows since H*eccG.
(11)Suppose u and v are conjugate.Then and it follows
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that K -[w .zl tor some w.zeG with w and z conjugate to u.Thus  
K *G \ Now K=G' If and only If G /K *H  Is abelian. That Is. by 
Theorem 3. 1 9 (x iii) , If and only If H Is cyclic.
Proposition 3. 5 3 (Herzog[43:Theorem  2. 31). Let M^CCG and suppose M 
is a T. I-se t In G .Then  the following hold.
( I ) I f  Nq (M ) has no normal complement in G and N is a normal 
subgroup of G such that MnN^l then M^N.
(II) It Nq (M )*M  then M *G \
( il l) If  Nq (M )  has no normal complement in G then M<G' and G Is 
Insoluble.
(Iv )lf Nq (M )^ M  and N is a non-trivial normal subgroup of G such 
that MnN=1 then M Is cyclic of odd order. N is nllpotent and Nq (M ) 
is metacyclic.
Proof. ( I)  Let K=MnN and suppose that N N (K )= K .T h en  by Frobenius' 
Theorem 3. 16. K has a normal complement D in N such that N=KD 
and K n D =l. D is characteristic in N and so normal in G .and
DoNq CM) =1, As K is a Hall subgroup of N by Proposition 3 .3 6 . we
use Frattini's rule Proposition 3. 7 and Proposition 3. 22 to obtain that
G=Nq (K) N=Nq (M )  D, a contradiction. Hence we can assume that
N n<K )*K , Since NqCM) has no normal com plem ent, N q C M )*M , and we 
can choose neNQ (K)^N Q <M ) by Proposition 3 .2 2 .  with n^M. Let 
m eM .Then n and nm  are contained in N q (M ) -M  and so by 
Proposition 3. 52, #n ( nm)  Thus m=n9nw ^ for some g .h eN Q (M )
and so meN as N ^G .as required.
(II) By Proposition 3. 52(11). M^CNq CM)) '<£G\ Hence result.
(iii)A gain  NQ (M )?*M .lf M=G' then Nq CM) would have normal 
complement l . a  contradiction. Now suppose that G is soluble and 
consider the derived series for G .lf  Nq '(M );*M  then we use 
Proposition 3 .5 3 (H ) to obtain that M ^G ".B y  induction, then, either 
Nq W (M)=M  for some n .o r  M ^ l.a n d  the latter is a contradiction.Thus  
we can assume that Nq («)(M)=M  for some n and thus that G ^  is 
Frobenius with complement M and kernel K say.K  is a normal 
subgroup of G and If an asterisk denotes factoring by K.then  
Nq * ( M * ) = G * .T hus N @ *(M *) has normal com plem ent 1 in G * and so 
Nq (M ) has a normal complement in G ,a  contradiction. Hence G Is 
insoluble.
(iv) M n N = l. Suppose that NhNq CM);*! and let neCNnNQCM) ) # . Since 
n^M.we can use Proposition 3 .5 2 ( i )  to obtain that M ^N .a  
contradiction. Thus NoNq CM) =1. Thus by Theorem  3 .5 1 .M N  is
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Frobenius with kernel N and complement M .B ut M is also a kernel 
and so by Proposition 3 .4 8 .M  is cyclic ot odd order. Since the 
complement ot N q C M ) is a group of automorphisms of M .it  is abelian  
and so by Theorem 3. 19(xlii) , is cyclic. Thus N q ( M )  is metacyclic.
Proposition 3. 5 4 CHerzog[43]) . Let M^CCG ,M  a T. I-s e t of G .such that 
Nq CM )*M  or G .and  M is not cyclic of odd order. Then the following 
hold.
C i) If there exists a proper non-triviai normal subgroup N of G then 
M^N and G is Insoluble.
Cli)G contains a simple normal subgroup containing M.
Proof. Ci)By Proposition 3 .5 3 C iv ),w e  have MnN^I and so by 
Proposition 3 .5 3 C i),M ^ N  and Nq CM) has no normal complement in 
G.Thus by Proposition 3 .5 3 C iii) .G  is insoluble.
<H) Let G * be a minimal normal subgroup of G .lf  M nG *=l then 
M is cyclic by Proposition 3 .5 3 C iv ) ,a  contradiction. Thus by 
Proposition 3 .5 0 , either G*^M or G * is simple. But if G*^M then by 
Proposition 3 .2 2 ,M ^ G ,a  contradiction. Hence result.
Proposition 3 . 5 5 CHerzog[433). Let M^CCG ,M  a T. I-se t in G and 
suppose that G is soluble. Then one of the following holds.
(i)M ^ G  and G is Frobenius with kernel M.
CM)Nq CM)=M  and G is Frobenius with complement M.
Ciii) Nq CM) >*M or G .N q CM) has a normal complement. M is cyclic 
of odd order and Nq CM) is metacyclic.
Proof. If Nq CM)=M  or G .C ii) and Ci) hold respectively, otherwise, by 
Proposition 3 . 53Ciil) . Nq CM) has a normal complement and so by 
Proposition 3. 53C iv). CHi) holds.
Proposition 3 .5 6 C Arad and C h illag ). Let H^G and xeG such that 
C | x | , |H | )  = 1 ,and denote by asterisk the image modulo H .Then  
C q * C x * ) = C q C x )  H /H .
Proof. CG*Cx*) = {g % G *:x*g *=g *x*}
-(g *e G *: gxH=xgH) where g is an inverse image of g* 
in G. ={g% G *: tx. gleH).
Clearly then, if geCQCx) then g% CQ *Cx*) .
Now let c % C q * C x * )  with inverse image c in G . W e  have 
xcH=cxH.That is,xcH=xH,and so <xc>H=OC>H.
Since C JxI. IH l ) =1 and H^G,Hss<x>H and we use the
:
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Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem to obtain that <x>H splits over H,w ith the 
complements of H being conjugate. Thus orc> and <x> are conjugate in 
ooH .That Is .there  exists fteH such that <xc>=oe>^. Now let n«N such 
that xc= (xn) h . Then xnH=xnhH=hxc H=hxH. Then as H ^G .h xeH and so 
xn’‘ 16H. Thus xn-A= l . That is ,xn=x and so xc=x/1.Thus ch ~x€CQ(x)  , and 
so c eC Q tx iH .a s  required.
Note; This result allows us to say that if M^CCG and H^G then either 
M * - l , M *=G * or M *^CCG *.
Proposition 3 .5 7 . Let M be a Hall rr-subgroup of G .H ^G  and suppose 
that either H is a rr'-subgroup or MH is soluble. Then, denoting by an 
asterisk images modulo H .w e have Nq * ( M k) =Nq ( M) H /H .
Proof. NG*C M *)= {g *eG *: g *M *=M *g *}
=Tg*eG*: (M *)9 *= M *)
=tg*eG*: <M 9)*=M *}.
Clearly If geNG (M ) then g*<£NG* ( M * ) .
Now let n *eN G* (M * )  with inverse Image n In G .Then  
( M * )n*= M *.th a t Is. MnH=MH, and either by the Schur-Zassenhaus  
Theorem as in the previous proof.or by Hall's Theorem  3 . 8 , there  
exists heH such that Mn=Mh .Thus nh~xeN q (M ) and so neNG (M )H  as 
required.
Proposition 3. 5 8 . Let M^ccG,Tr=rr(M) and suppose that O ^ C G ) . Then 
Ofr<G>=M and G is Frobenius with kernel M.
Proof. Let N be a non-trivial normal rr-subgroup of G .Then  by 
Proposition 3 .4 2 .N ^ M  and so Mq * 1 . if Mq =M the result follows, and 
so we can assume that Mq <M.As Mg  is a normal CC-subgroup of 
both G and M (by Propositions 3 .3 7  and 3 .3 8 ) .M  and G are 
Frobenius groups with kernel MG .Let H be a com plem ent to Mq  in 
M .Then H^oCG and so by Proposition 3 .5 6 , H a M /M G^ccG /M G , But 
G /M q  is isomorphic to a Frobenius complement and so has 
non-trivial centre, contradicting Proposition 3. 43. Hence result.
Proposition 3. 5 9 . Let M^CCG and suppose that ( I F (G ) I , IM I ) . Then 
F(G)<£M.
Proof. Let p be a prime dividing both iF (G ) | and IM I and let 
. Then O p(G )^M  by Proposition 3. 42. Now for all primes q#p.  
OpCG)nOq(G) =1 and sofby [R ose:Theorem -3, 53}) , lO p (G ) , O g (G )]= l .
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Thus O q (G )*C Q < O p (G )  ) * M  as M^ccG.Thus F ( G ) =  n QqCG)*M as 
required. q l lG I
Proposition 3. 6 0 . Let M^CCG and suppose that C t F (G ) I , IM I ) =1. Let 
asterisks denote images modulo FC G ).
(I) if FC G *)*1  then FC G *)^M *.
( i i ) i f  G is insoluble and Nq <M )*M  then FC G *)=1.
Proof. (I)Suppose that FCG *)*1 but that ( |FC G *) I , IM * | ) = 1 . 
Consider F 2C G ),th e  inverse image of F C G *),so  that 
FaC G )/FC G >=FC G *). Since both |FCG) I and I FCG*) I are coprime to 
IM 1. IF £ (G ) I Is coprime to 1M| and thus by Theorem 3 .5 1 ,M F 2(G ) 
is Frobenius with kernel Fa (G ).B u t then Fa CG) is a normal nilpotent 
subgroup of G strictly containing F C G ),a  contradiction. Thus 
CI FCG*) I , |M * 1)^1. Now by Proposition 3. 56, either M**eccG* or 
M *= G *.an d  thus by Proposition 3 .5 9  applied to M *,F C G *)^ M *.
(il)N o w  suppose that G is insoluble and Nq C M ^M  but that 
FCG*) *1 . Again applying Theorem 3 .51 .M F C G ) Is a Frobenius group 
with complement M so that by Theorem 3 .4 8 .M  is cyclic of odd 
order. Also, by Cl) . FC G *)*M  so that FCG*) is cyclic. We can thus 
choose a characteristic subgroup R* of order p for some prime 
p. Then R*^G * and so by Propositions 3 .1  and 3 .3 ,  G * /C q *CR*) can 
be embedded in AutZpS^p-^. But G* Is insoluble since G Is 
insoluble, and so Cq * (R * )  is Insoluble. However, Cg * (R * )^ M *  as 
R *^ M *, which is soluble since M is cyclic, a contradiction. The result 
follows.
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CHAPTER IV: A MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION 
Section I: On groups with CC-subaroups of order divisible by 3
Most of the early results on CC-subgroups of order divisible by 
3, up to and including Theorem 2 ,20 (excep t for the two Inserted 
results. Theorems 2 .1 6  and 2 .1 7 )w e re  obtained with the use of 
character theory, sometimes extensively. One reason for this is that, as 
CC-subgroups are in general trivial-intersection sets, a large body of 
well understood theory could be applied. In fact, before the concept of 
CC-subgroups existed on its own, the CC-property, along with the 
“T. l-ness", had been shown by Feit and others to be fundamentally 
involved with the theory of exceptional characters( see for 
exam plellsaacs:Chapter 7 1 ) .Thus Herzog,whose researches stemmed 
from those of Felt, relied predominantly on the use of exceptional 
characters In proving Theorems 2 .8  to 2 .1 1 ,and also to a lesser 
extent in Theorem 2. 6.
Another technique frequently invoked Is the Brauer-Suzuki method, 
mentioned in the introduction, of constructing parts of character 
tables( usually blocks for ease of handling)to which can be applied 
order formulae involving centrallsers and conjugacy classes. To show 
the applicability of this method to CC-subgroup theory we consider a 
group G .T h e  method requires the existence of a subgroup H of G 
which has a subset of pairwise non-conjugate elements {hx t . . , h rx).  
each of which satisfies C Q (h|)^H (conjugacy classes In H of these 
elements are called the special classes of H ) . Clearly this condition is 
easily satisfied In the case that H^ccG .An example of the order 
formulae is the weil known "sharp" equation
# ( a '  b '  = c )  -  1GI E vCa) v ( b ) y ( c ~ x )
| C G ( a )  I I C Q ( b )  I xe l r r G  X C1>
where # (a ‘ b ’ =c) denotes the number of different ways that c can 
be given as the product of a conjugate of a and a conjugate of b . 
Calculation of the left hand side of this equation in general requires 
knowledge of subgroups generated by conjugates of a and b .an d  so 
is restricted to elements of orders 2 and 3 
(see  for example[47;Theorem21) .whereas the right hand side can be 
made manageable provided at least one of a ,b  and c is in a special
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class. In that it then Involves a fixed set of unknowns satisfying a set 
of equations previously obtained by the character theory.
In this way several of the preliminary results In the proof of 
Theorem 2 .5  were obtained, and also the specific characterisations of 
simple groups by Higman and Fletcher in Theorem 2. 18.
However as a policy the author of this thesis has chosen to
concentrate on the group-theoretic arguments at the expense of any
specific character theory. As a consequence, discussion on these early 
results will for the most part,only be qualitative.
The Felt and Thompson proof of Theorem 2 .1 .  as with most of the 
following in this section, begins by considering a minimal 
counterexample, quickly seen to be simple, and proceeding to a 
contradiction via the existence of irreducible characters with particular 
properties. Extensive use is made of order formulae relating to 
conjugacy classes, and Sylow theory, to obtain three possible
configurations for the counterexample, each of which is proved 
Invalid .either by a false arithmetical relation or the existence of a
simple group with an impossible order. However this proof was 
considered by Higman and I  Stewart to be unsuitable for
generalisation. Higmant47] proceeded to give two alternative 
proofs, both of which use the Brauer-Suzuki method, and can be 
generalised in particular to results on C33-groups. The first of these 
is standard In that it gives an arithmetical property of a minimal 
counterexample which is not compatible with the hypothesis. The 
second is more sophisticated and uses local group theory to show 
that no counterexample exists. It is this latter technique which Stewart 
extended to prove Theorem 2 .5 .
Stewart used much more local analysis,the Brauer-Suzuki method 
being used In a slightly different way from Higman to obtain a set of 
lemmas useful in the proofCfor Instance that a minimal
counterexample has all its Involutions con jugate).
As promised in the remarks made after the statement of Theorem  
2. 5. we now show that theorem's applicability to the cyclic case. 
Lemma 4 . 1 . Let M^cCG ,3  divide |M | and suppose that M is cyclic. 
Then I Nq C M )/M  |*£ .
Proof. M is a Hall subgroup. Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G
contained in M. Since P is cyclic. P^Cq CP) and so Ng C P )/C q (P ) is a
3 '-g roup  of automorphisms acting non-trlvially on P. Thus by
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Proposition 3 .1 4 , Nq <P) /C q (P ) acts non-trlvlally on P/«*>(P). But 
P/4»(P) Is an elementary abelian cyclic 3-group and so has order 3. 
Thus Nq ( P ) /C q (P ) can be embedded In AutZ3ssZz .
Now.since clearly Cq (P )= M  and Nq (M )^ N g (P ) . we have 
IN q CM) /M 1^2, as required.
The proof of Herzog's further extension of Theorem  2 . 1 , that Is 
Theorem 2 .6 ,  proceeds again by minimal counterexam ple,G . say. A 
configuration is obtained for G which,on applying some further theory 
of exceptional characters, gives an upper and lower bound for the 
order of G in terms of polynomials in m .the  order of the 
CC-subgroup M .These bounds are Incompatible unless m =3.which by 
Theorem 2 .5  implies that G satisfies the conclusion of the 
theorem ,an immediate contradiction.
Theorem 2. 7 is a consequence of Theorems 2 .8  to 2. 11 (which are 
proved by exceptional characters and are not discussed h e re ) , and 
Theorem 2. 6.
We now proceed to the Higman and Fletcher development of 
C33-group theory, and the generalisation introduced by 
Definition 2 .1 2 . in order that it may be seen how closely related this 
idea is to the study of CC-subgroups,we prove Propositions 2 .1 3  and 
2. 14.
Proof of Proposition 2. 13[ttC C -q roups are Cmr-groups]. Let G be a 
irCC-group with irCC-subgroup M .Let x be a non-trlvlal tr-elem ent of 
G .Then for some power xn of x ,x n is of prime order p for some 
perr. Since M contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G ,x n Is conjugate to an 
element of M and hence CQ (xn) is a rr-group. Since C G (x)^C Q (xn) , it 
follows that Cq Cx) is a tr-group. Hence result.
Proof of Proposition 2. 14ICp p - q roups with abelian Sylow p-subgroups  
are pCC-groupsl. Let G be a Cpp-group with abelian Sylow 
p-subgroup P. Let xePfr.Then Cg <x) is a p -group containing P and so 
Cq ( x) =P. Hence result.
Fletcher's proof of Theorem 2. 1 5 ,that simple C33-groups have 
abelian Sylow 3-subgroups, uses standard group-theoretic arguments. 
However, though the result is required In later results, as this 
discussion concentrates on CC-subgroups.the proof will not be given
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here.
The important characterisation result Theorem 2. 18 is for the most 
part an immediate consequence of previous results, by considering in 
case (a ).T h e o re m  2 .5  applied to the particular configuration,and in 
case (b ) .Theorem  2 .1 0 .The individual characterisations of the 
3CC-groups P S L (2 ,9 ) and P S L (3 ,4 ) were given by 
Higman[47; Theorem 13 .3 ) and Fletchert32) respectively by using the 
Brauer-Suzuki method to find possible orders for groups satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem  2.10(11) and (H i).
Lastly in the set of character theory dominated results is 
Theorem 2 .1 9 .The proof of this is extremely com plicated.and as it 
was greatly simplified and extended by Arad without the use of 
characters in Theorem  2. 21, we shall not dwell on it.
We now come to the body of work produced by Arad which 
culminated in the classification Theorem 2 ,2 3 . Although this work 
relies on character theory inasmuch as it is based on many of the 
previous results ,the actual proofs given by Arad contain no explicit 
use of characters whatsoever, since he made use of several advanced 
local group-theoretic results which had been made available in the 
intervening years ,fo r example Glauberman's Theorem  3 .3 2  and 
Goldschmidt's Theorem 3 .3 4 . Also used for the first time in the 
context of CC-subgroups of order divisible by 3 was Suzukl's result 
for the even case,Theorem  3. 27. As these results would take several 
hundred pages to prove on their own,and involve theory far outwith 
the range of this thesis,they will not be discussed.
First we need a result of Fletcher which originated from his 
doctoral thesis.
Theorem 4 . 2 (F le tc h e r[3 0 P . Let G be a simple C33-group and 
suppose that one of the following is true.
(i)  There exists an Insoluble subgroup N of G such that 3 divides 
IN I and 0 3' ( N ) ^ l .
(ii)S o m e non-trivial 2-subgroup of G is normalised by an elem ent 
of order 3.
Then G is Isomorphic to either P S L (3 ,4 ) or P S L (2 ,q ) for some 
q M .
Unfortunately no proof of this result has been published to the best 
of this author's knowledge.
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The following preliminary result is a convenience which Arad 
did not adopt.
Proposition 4 .3 . Let Q be a simple Cmr-group for some tt such that 
3err and 24ir,and suppose that G is S4-fre e .T h e n  G *P S L (2 ,q ) for 
some q.
Proof. By Theorem 3 .3 2 ,G ( if  it exists) must be one of the groups 
listed In Theorem 3 .3 4 . Clearly G is not a Suzuki group since 3 
divides lG i.T h e  possible sets tt for J± and zG2( 3 zn+1) are  
known (see Chapter VI) and none satisfy the necessary conditions. The 
possible sets rr for P S U (3 ,4 ) are also known and none of these 
satisfy the necessary conditions either and since PSUC3.4) can be 
embedded In P S U (3 ,4 n) for all n M , none of these groups is a 
Cmr-group tor a suitable rr. Hence result.
Remark: This result holds In particular for irCC-groups where 3<stt and
2^ir.
The next result.which Improves upon Theorem 4 .2 .1 s  essential for 
further development. The proof is very representative of Arad's  
technique.
Proposition 4 . 4 (Arad[2: Lemma 1 ]). Let G be a simple 
C33-group. Then G is isomorphic to either P S L (3 .4 ) or P S L (2 ,q ) for 
some q.
Proof. Let H be an arbitrary non-trivial 2-subgroup of G .lf  3 divides 
IN q (H )  I then the result follows by Theorem 4 .2 (H ) .T H u s  we can 
assume that 3 does not divide |N Q (H )|.T h e n  by Theorem 3 .3 3 .G  is 
S4-fre e  and so by Proposition 4 .3 .  G *P S L (2 ,q ) for some q. Hence  
result.
Note: In particular, by Proposition 4 .4 .  simple C33-groups have cyclic 
or elementary abelian Sylow 3-subgroups.
We can now give the following.
Proof of Theorem 2 .2 1 . Let G be a minimal counterexample and let N 
be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Suppose that 3 does not divide 
|N |.T h e n  N admits a fixed-point-free automorphism of order 3 and 
so is nllpotent by Theorem 3 .1 8 .Thus by Theorem 3. n , N  is a 
p-group for some p^3.W e can assume that so that by
Theorem 3 .5 1 .M N  Is a Frobenius group with complement M. Hence by 
Theorem 3 .1 9 (v l i l ) ,M  Is cyc lic ,a  contradiction.
Thus we can assume that 3 divides |N | . ln  this case MnN?H by 
Proposition 3 .2 4 ,and so by Proposition 3 .5 0 ,either N^M or N is 
simple. If N^M then by Proposition 3 .22 ,M < *G .a  contradiction. Hence
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N is simple. If Nq (M )*M  then by Proposition 3 .5 4 .M < N  and since G 
is a minimal counterexample, G=N. Thus by Proposition 4 .4 ,M  is cyclic 
or elementary abelian, a contradiction. Thus we can assume that 
N Q <M )=M .in  which case M is a Frobenius complement of G and so 
by Theorem 3 .1 9 (v i i i ) ,M  is cyc lic ,a  final contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 2. 2 2 . We use Theorem 2. 21. If M<s*G then clearly (I) 
holds. If M is cyclic then by Theorem 2 ,5 .  one of ( i i ) , ( i i i )  and (iv) 
holds, and if M Is elementary abeiian then Theorem 2 .1 0  and 
Proposition 4 ,4  cover the remaining possibilities.
To give a proof of Theorem 2 .2 3  we require the foliowing 
immediate corollary of Theorem 2 .6 5 .
Proposition 4 .5 . Let G be a simple group and suppose that the 
following hold.
( i)G  has no elem ent of order 6.
(ii)S o m e  non-trivlai 2-subgroup of G is normalised by an element 
of order 3.
Then CC-subgroups of G ,o f order divisible by 3 , if they exist,are  
either cyclic of odd order or elementary abelian.
We can now proceed to the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 2 .2 3 . Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then
Nq (M )^ 1 and so M Is nilpotent. By Proposition 3 .5 4 .G  contains a 
simple normal subgroup G * containing M and satisfying 
Nq *C M )*M .T hus.as G is a minimal counterexam ple,we can suppose 
that G -G * . lf  2 divides |M | then Theorem 3 .2 7  implies that 
GssPSL(2.2n) for some n ,a  contradiction.Thus we can assume that 2 
does not divide |M i and then that G has no elem ent of order 6 (for  
such an elem ent would centralise an element of M ) . Let H be an
arbitrary non-trivial 2-subgroup of G. If 3 divides IN q (H ) I then by
Proposition 4 .5 .M  is either cyclic of odd order or elementary 
abelian, a contradiction. Thus we can assume that 3 does not divide 
|N q (H ) I in which case by Theorem 3 .3 3  and 
Proposition 4. 3 , G®£PSLC2,q) for some q .a  contradiction.
We prove Theorem 2 .2 5  before Theorem 2 .2 4  as the tatter needs 
an additional preliminary result.
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Proof of Theorem 2. 2 5 . Let G bo a minimal counterexample. If 2 
divides |M | then G *P S L (2 ,2 n) by Theorem 3 .2 7 , a contradiction. 
Thus we can assume that 2 does not divide |M | and so G has no 
element of order 6. As in the proof of Theorem 2 .2 3 , If 3 divides 
IN q (H )  | for some non-trivial 2-subgroup H of G. then either M Is 
cyclic or elementary abelian and using Theorem 2 .5  and 
Proposition 4 .4 .G  Is one of the groups listed.and If 3 does not 
divide |N q (H ) I then by Theorem 3 .3 3  and Proposition 4 .3 ,  
GssPSL(2,q) for some suitable q.
Note: Here we use the values for q as given in Theorem 2 .6 5 .
The last result to be proved from Chapter II,Section I.tha t 
Is,Theorem  2 .2 4 , requires the following result. Here an inconsistency 
in the original proof by Arad and Herzog has been corrected. 
Proposition 4 .6 (Arad and Herzogt91). Let M^CCG and suppose that 
N e (M )= M .T h e n  one of the following is true.
<i)G  Is Frobenius with M as complement.
( i l)G  has a simple section H /K  and If an asterisk denotes an 
Image modulo K we have
(a ) M^Nq CH)oNq (K) ,
(b ) M * * c c ( M H ) \
(c ) ( HnM) *«£CCH * , and
(d ) Nh * (  (HnM) * ) = (HnM) *.
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. M Is a Hall tr-subgroup of 
G where i7=tr(M ). Clearly G Is neither simple nor Frobenius with 
complement M .Thus by Theorem 3 .2 7 ,2  does not divide |M | and so 
M is soluble.
Suppose that O ^ 'tG i^ l . l f  G/On-'CGJaM then ( I)  holds, a 
contradiction. Hence G/On-'fGJ+M. If we denote factoring modulo 
Ott'CG) by a b a r.it follows that M *CCG and Nq (M )= M . Hence, as G Is 
a minimal counterexam ple,either (I) or (10 holds for G .and  so also 
for G .a  contradiction.Thus we can assume that O^'CG) =1. Let N be a 
minimal normal subgroup of G .Then since ( IM | , |N 1 ) * 1 . MhNtO . 
Suppose N^M .Then and so G Is Frobenius with kernel Mq  by
Proposition 3 .4 5 . But then by Proposition 3 ,4 7 . either M=Mq  or 
contradiction. Hence by Proposition 3 .5 0  we can assume 
that N is simple. Let R=MnN.Then R^CCN. Suppose that Nn (R )*R .  Then 
M<Nq (R ) and so by the minimality of G ,e ither Nq (R ) Is Frobenius 
with complement M, contradicting the fact that R ^ N Q (R ),o r (II)
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holds for Nq (R ) and so also for G .a  contradiction. Thus N n (R )=R . 
But then G satisfies (II) with H=N and K =1,a  final contradiction.
This enables us to give the following.
Proof of Theorem 2 .2 4 . Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then 
condition ( II)  of Proposition 4 .6  holds. If 2 divides IM I then 
G *P S L(2, 2n) , a contradiction. Thus we can assume that 2 does not 
divide I M |.  Suppose that 3 divides I (HnM ) * I . Then by Theorem  
2 .2 3 .H *  is one of a known list of simple groups, none of which 
except P S L (2 ,q ) satisfy condition ( i i ) (d )  of Proposition 4 .6  such that 
2 does not divide | (H n M )* l ,a n d  so (II) of this theorem  holds.Thus 
we can assume that 3 does not divide I (HnM ) *  I . Then 3 does not 
divide |H*1 and so by Theorem 3. 31, H*eeSz(22n+1) for some nfcl. Let 
meM be an elem ent of order 3. Then by condition (II) (a ) of 
Proposition 4 .6  and [Gorenstein: Theorem 6 .2 .2 (1 )1 , m * normalises 
the centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup of H *, which has order 2 * n+J-.As 3 
does not divide 22n+1—l .m *  centralises an involution in H *. Since 2 
does not divide |M | we have a final contradiction to condition (II) (b ) 
of Proposition 4 .6 .
Another proof of Theorem 2 .2 4  was given later by Arad and 
HerzogflO] which Is similar in technique but does not involve factor 
groups.
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Section 11: On closure and homogeneity
All the results in Section II of Chapter II were obtained 
group-theoretically, making use of several highly non-trivial results 
which, as In the previous section, lie far outwith the domain of this 
thesis. However, using these results.it is possible to prove every result 
in this part of the survey. Nevertheless, in cases where the proof 
involves lengthy computation or repetition of previous arguments, only 
an outline of the proof will be given.
The main reason for Including the ideas of closure and 
homogeneity in the survey,apart from the obvious dependence on 
primes, is that the central body of results were produced by Arad and 
Ferguson simultaneously with their development of CC-subgroup  
theory, and many of the proofs in this section involve largely the 
same techniques. Indeed at a glance it is difficult to distinguish the 
proofs of Theorems 2 .4 8  and 2 .4 9  from those of Theorems 
2 .2 1 ,2 .2 3  and 2 .2 5 . Another reason is that certain important 
CC-results rely on the main theorem of this section,Theorem  2. 52, as 
will be seen for instance at the end of Chapter V.
Important additions to the cotlections of useful results are the list 
of minimal simple groups obtained by Thom pson,from  the N-group  
paper 164],and,again  by Thom pson,the classification of all simple 
3 '-g ro u p s , Theorem 3 ,3 1 , which though used once in the previous 
section, is used extensively here and in Chapter V.
However we first have to consider the more elementary 
group-theoretically proved results of Baer,
Proof of Theorem 2 . 30hr-closure implies tr'-homogeneity], Let ir be a 
set of primes and let G be a Tr-closed group. Then R .the set of 
ir-elem ents of G .ts  a characteristic Hail n-subgroup of G. Suppose 
now that S Is a ir'-subgroup of G and let geRnNQCS). Then [g.sleS  
for all seS and also, since FteG. [g .s leR . Hence tg .s l€R n S = l, and so 
g eC Q tS K Thus RhNq ( S) ^Cq ( S ) . it follows that Nq ( S ) /C q (S ) is a 
tr '-g ro u p .as  required.
We shall refrain from giving proofs of Theorems 2 .31  and 2 .3 2 . 
They involve straightforward but lengthy arguments of Sylow theory 
and automorphism results. However, as Theorem 2 .3 3  is a partial 
converse to Theorem 2,30<which is central motivation to the 
subsequent theory) ,we shall give its proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2 .3 4 , Let G be a ir-closed group. By 
Theorem 2 .3 0 .G  Is ir'-hom ogeneous. Also, since subgroups and factor 
groups of ir-closed groups are ir-closed. the composition factors of G 
are ir-closed simple groupsChere.simple Includes cyclic of prime 
o rd e r ). But simple groups are ir-closed If and only If they are either 
TT-groups or ir'-groups, and thus G Is n '-separab le .
Conversely, suppose that G is ir'-hom ogeneous and ir'-separabie. We 
shall use Induction, By definition of ir'-separab llity ,there  exist 
subgroups (G jii^ O -.n ) of G for some n such that G 0= l ,G n=G and 
G|^G|-|.X where Gj+ i/G |  Is either a ir-group or a ir'-group. In 
particu lar,G i+X/G | is ir-closed for i= 0 . ,n - l .N o w  G 0 is ir-closed and 
G^/Go are ir-closed. Also, G * Is ir'-hom ogeneous by 
Theorem 2 .3 1 . Hence by Theorem 2 .3 2 .G !  Is ir-c losed. Now suppose 
that Gj Is ir-closed. Then again by Theorem 2 .3 2 ,G |+ 1 is ir-ciosed. 
Hence by induction, G=Gn is ir-closed. as required.
We shall require Frobenius' Theorem 2 .3 6  in the following.
Proof of Theorem  2 .3 9 . If G Is the direct product of a p-group and a 
p '-g roup  then clearly G =O p(G )xO p '(G ) and obviously G Is p-closed  
and p '-c lo s ed , hence p-hom ogeneous and p '-hom ogeneous by 
Theorem 2, 30,
Conversely, suppose that G Is both p-hom ogeneous and 
p'-hom ogeneous. Then G is p '-c losed  by Theorem 2 .3 6  and so there  
exists a characteristic Hall p '-subgroup Q of G such that IG /Q I Is a
power of p. If P is a Syiow p-subgroup of G then G=PQ and
PnQ=l. Since G is p '-h o m o g en eo u s .G /C q (Q ) =N q (Q ) /C q (Q ) is a 
p '-g roup  and so P^Cq C O .T I iu s  G=PxQ as required.
Theorem 2 .4 1  is proved using similar techniques to those of the 
above results.but although it remained the best result available until 
1974, its proof will not be given as it was superceded by what 
follows, and more importantly, was not used in the proofs of later 
theorems. (This cannot be said ,for exam ple.of the early results of 
Stewart and Herzog in the previous sec tio n ),
The proof of Theorem 2 .4 2  Is deceptively simple.
Proof of Theorem 2 . 42 [2'-hom ooeneitv Implies 2 -c losure l. Let G be a
minimal counterexample. By Theorems 2 .3 1  and 2 .3 2 .G  must be a
simple group. Let K be the conjugacy class of some involution i/eG.
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Obviously |K |> l.T h e n  by Baer's Theorem 3 .1 5 , there must exist
v«K. v*u,  such that uv Is not a 2 -e lem ent. If |u v |=2km where m>1 and
okIs odd, then let t= tuv ) T h e n  If |=m . Now
tu- u ( u v .  . . uv) u = ( v u . . . vu) ~t~x and so Nq< < f> )/C Q (f) Is not a 
2 '-g roup . Hence G Is not 2 '-hom ogeneous, a contradiction.
The conciseness of the proof of Theorem 2 .4 2  Is only
possible, however, by using Theorem  3. 15, the proof of which In itself 
is a 3 -to -4  page continuous flow of Sylow theory. As it is not directly 
relevant to this thesis, but only used as a means to an end. the proof 
is reluctantly omitted.
We now give a proof of Theorem  2 .4 3 .
Proof of Theorem 2 .4 3 . If G is a rr'-closed group then G Is
tT-homogeneous by Theorem 2 .3 0 .
Conversely, suppose that G is a minimal counterexample to the 
theorem. Then G Is tr-homogeneous. If |G | is odd then G is soluble 
and so rr-separable and thus by Theorem 2 .3 4 .G  is rr'-c losed, a 
contradiction. Thus we can assume that IG l is even. From the 
hypothesis, 26 t t . If tp={2 ) then G is rr'-closed by Theorem 2 .3 6 , a 
contradiction. Thus Irr 1^2. Hence G has the following properties.
<l)G  Is ir-homogeneous. 2errCG) , 2« = tt and |rr|^2.
(ii)rr-subgroups of G are 2 -c losed(from  the hypothesis).
( lli)G  Is not rr'-closed.
(Iv )P roper subgroups of G are rr'-closedCby minimality of G ) .
Let H be a proper subgroup of G .Then H is an extension of a 
rr'-group by a rr-group and the rr-group,by CM) is Itself an extension 
of a 2-group by a 2 '-g ro u p . Thus since 2err, H Is soluble by 
Theorems 3 .5  and 3 .2 0 . (Note that It Is this step which requires the
additional hypothesis (II) and is crucial to the rem ainder of the
p ro o f).
Now suppose that G Is not simple and let N be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G .Then by the previous paragraph. N is soluble and so 
by Proposition 3. 11, N is an elementary abelian p -group . Suppose that 
p«nr and let K /N  be a rr-subgroup of G /N .T h e n  K Is a rr-subgroup of 
G and so Is 2-c losed. Thus the rr-subgroups of G /N  are 
2-c lo sed ,an d  by the mlminallty of G .G /N  is rr'-c losed .Then  by 
Theorem 2 .3 2 .G  Is rr'-c losed. a contradiction. Thus we can assume 
that p^rr. Suppose again that K /N  Is a rr-subgroup of G /N .T h e n  by
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the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem , K=HN where H Is a Hall rr-subgroup 
ot K.Thus K /N *H  has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup by condition
( I I ) .  Again by the minimality of G .G /N ,a n d  hence also G ,is  
rr '-c losed ,a  contradiction. Hence G is simple.
Since ail proper subgroups of G are soluble, G is now a minimal 
simple group and so by Thompson[64],G Is one of a known list of 
simple groups whose subgroup structures are welt known. Each of 
these is checked in turn and it happens that none of them satisfy all 
the conditions for a minimal counterexample to the theorem .The  
result follows.
The proof of Theorem 2 .4 4  Is in effect a set of independent proofs 
for each part. In actual fact Arad gave two further conditions involving 
chains of subgroups. However we will not prove the equivalence in all 
cases, but only in case ( I)  and partially in case ( i i ) .T h e  other parts 
are proved similarly.
Proof of Theorem 2 .4 4 (1 ) . The forward implication is obvious by 
Theorem 2 .3 0 . Let G be a minimal counterexample to the converse. 
Then G Is 7r-hom ogeneous,2 1^7 and S^rrCGKIf G were not simple then 
Theorems 2 .3 1  and 2 .3 2  would imply that G Is Tr'-closed,a  
contradiction. Hence by Thompson's classification of simple 3 '-g roups, 
Theorem 3. 31. GaSzCq) for some q.Thus by [1: Lemma 2. IK w hlch  
simply gives some properties of the Suzuki g roups), G Is not 
rr-homogeneous, a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 2 .4 4 (1 1 ). Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then 
G Is rr-homogeneous, 2^ 77 and 77f-subgroups of G are soluble. 
Also, proper subgroups of G are rr'-closed and so are soluble by 
Theorems 3 .5  and 3 .2 0 . In an analogous way to the proof of 
Theorem 2 .4 3 ,G  is proved simple and so minimal s im ple .Thus,again  
using Thompson's list, we find that no group satisfies all the 
properties held by G. Hence result.
We have the following succinct proof of Theorem 2 .4 5 .
Proof of Theorem 2 ,4 5 . If G is rr-homogeneous and IG I has exactly 4 
distinct prime factors then by Frobenlus' Theorem  2 .3 6 ,  
Theorem 2. 42 . Theorem 2. 4 4 (H ) , Burnside's p^q®-theorem  and the 
Odd Order Theorem , G is rr'-closed.
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From now on. Definition 2 .4 6  of a D^-group will be used for 
convenience.
We have the following sketch of a proof.
Proof of Theorem 2 .4 7 (1 ) . Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then 
Theorems 2 .3 1  and 2 .3 2  together imply that G Is 
sim ple.Theorem  3 .3 1  then Implies that G »S z(q ) for some q .ln  
addition. 2etr since otherwise Theorem 2 .44C I) would Imply that G Is 
ir '-c io se d .a  contradiction. A reference to Suzuki's descriptive paper[591 
then implies that G has more than one class of maximal Tr-subgroup 
and so Is not a D ^ -g ro u p .a  contradiction.
Theorem 2 .4 7 (H ) is proved similarly.
Arad conjectured that in Theorem 2 .4 7 , neither of the two extra 
conditions was necessary,a result subsequently proved by Ferguson. 
Theorem 2. 51 , which we shall discuss shortly after the following.
Proof of Theorem 2 .4 8 . Let G be a simple 3 '-hom ogeneous group, if 3 
does not divide |G | then Ga*Sz(22 n + i) for some n ^ l. Hence we can 
assume that 3 divides |G |.B y  Theorem 3 .3 3 .G  is S *-fre e  If and only 
if whenever H is an arbitrary non-trivial 2-subgroup of G then S 3 is 
not involved in Nq CH) /C q (H ) . But since G is 3 '-hom ogeneous, 3 does 
not divide |N q (H ) /C q (H ) | for such an H .Thus by Giauberman's  
Theorem 3 .3 2  and Goldschmidt's result,Theorem  3 .3 4 .G  Is one of a 
known list of simple groups. A check of this list shows that G is 
isomorphic to P S L (2 ,2 2 n + i) for some n ^ l . Hence result.
Proof of Theorem 2 .4 9 . Let G be a minimal counterexample. Clearly by 
Theorems 2 .3 1  and 2 .3 2 .G  Is simple. As In the above proof of 
Theorem 2 .4 8 , we know that every 3'-hom ogeneous group is S *-fre e  
and so by Theorems 3 .3 2  and 3 .3 4 .G  is one of a known list,from  
which it follows that G is isomorphic to PSLC2,22 n + i) for some n .a  
contradiction.
The proof of Theorem 2 .5 0  follows a similar pattern .A  minimal 
counterexample is seen to be a simple group form Goldchmidt's list 
in Theorem 3. 34, and checking of this list gives a contradiction.
The next result,Theorem  2 .5 1 , Is proved using the standard 
techniques of group theory. However Its length restricts us to giving a 
brief sketch.
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Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2 .5 1 . To begin, G is supposed a 
minimal counterexam ple,that is ,G  Is a Tr-homogeneous D^-group  
which is not tr'-closed. We let H be a Hall Tr-subgroup of G.
Step 1 : Ferguson originally proved that if G Is a D^-group, then 
G /O rr(G ) Is a D^-group. (The proof of this however is easily 
extendable to the case where Ojt(G ) is replaced by an arbitrary 
normal rr-subgroup). It is then obvious that If O^-CG)*! then both 
G/OxrCG) and 0 ^ (0 )  are tr'-closed and so by Theorem  2 .3 2 ,G  is 
tr '-c lo sed ,a  contradiction. Hence 0 ^ ( 6 ) = ! .
Step 2 : Bv far the longest stage, here are obtained certain fusion 
results, as follows.
Let S be a non-trivial p-subgroup of H for any peTr.Then the 
following hold.
(D N q CS) Is tr'-closed.
( i i ) N G < S ) = N H < S ) C V C C G < S ) )  .
(Ill) If S^H9 for some geG then H9= h V for some y e C V (C Q (S )) .
By Step 1, Nq (S ) <G. Thus by the minimality of G ,in  order to prove
(i)  it is sufficient to show that Nq (S ) Is a D^-group. Then proof is 
then split into two cases,according as S is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
H (and hence G) or not. Once these have been proved, (II) and (ill) 
follow quickly In each case. The proofs of ( i)  proceed by elementary
Sylow theory and fusion resuits,though in the la tte r,the  profusion of
conjugacy prompts the hope that a shorter argum ent might be 
found.lt is from amidst the various conjugacy inequalities that parts
(ii) and (ill) arise.
Step 3 : Here it is proved that If zeH# then Cq <z) is tr'-closed, and 
also that if z€(H nH 9)# for some geG then H9=Hy for some 
y€On'(C Q C z)) .  The element z is supposed a counterexample of 
minimal order, and by Steps 2(1) and 2(11) respectively for the two 
parts of the result, must be of composite order. The two results now
follow easily by supposing that z=zLzz where z± Is of prime power
order, and the fact that Cq ( z)^C q (Z|) for 1=1,2, and again using 
Step 2.
Step 4 : Any two elements of H# conjugate in G are conjugate In 
H .Thls  Is easily proved by similar techniques to the above.
Step 5 : The proof of the theorem follows immediately by applying 
Theorem 3 .3 5 .
?
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Without a doubt,the single most Important result In this survey Is 
Theorem 2. 52. ( It  Is also the one with the most complex p ro o f). Not 
only does it represent the final aim of the theory of closure and 
homogeneity, but it can be used to prove many other results which 
have important applications of their own. We shall see such results 
latertfo r exam ple,Theorem  5 .1 2 ) .  However we will now try to give a 
general flavour of the proof.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2 .5 2 . As in all the other results, 
rr'-closure implies rr-homogeneity, and thus In discussing the proof we 
shall consider a minimal counterexample G which is rr-homogeneous 
but not Tr'-closed.
Theorems 2 .3 1  and 2 .3 2  Immediately Imply that G is simple. The 
first step Is to obtain additional Information about G and it. We can 
assume that ttctt(G ) , and since if |ir 1-1 .Theorem  2 .3 6  gives a 
contradiction, we can also assume that 2*Mrr| <|tt(G ) I .
Now since G is a minimal counterexample, any group properly 
involved in G Is tr'-closed. in particular, if H is a simple group
properly involved In G then,as |H I is even ,H  must be , a 
rr'-group. This point is critical to the proof.
Using the complete classification of the simple groups,each simple 
group is then checked,and it is shown that no simple group is
u-hom ogeneous for any suitable tr. There are three main techniques 
involved in the proof which sometimes overlap in use.
(a )W e  can show that if G Is tr-homogeneous then |rr |= 1 ,a  
contradiction.This is possible when the exact orders of the simple 
groups in question are known and a table of containment is
available, as with the sporadlcs in [3 8 ].The alternating groups are  
also handled in this way.
(b )W e can attempt to locate a rr-subgroup H of G for which 
Nq ( H ) /C q (H ) contains an involution, a contradiction. This is 
particularly suitable when the subgroup structure of G is well
known,as in the small cases of the groups of Lie type when the 
dimension or the field size is low,for example P S L (2 ,q ) tor any q.
(c )W e  can use the Involvement of simple groups In each othertsee  
for example, Kantor[49]) to firstly reduce the possibilities for rr and 
then use the existence of a special type of maximal abelian subgroup 
called a torusCsee for exam ple,C arterH 61) to obtain that a Sylow 
p-subgroup P for some pen  is centralised by such a subgroupCof 
known order) whose Index Is a ir'-num ber. Thus, as G is
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ir'-hom ogeneous. Nq CP) /G q ( P )= 1 and so by Burnside's 
Theorem 3 .1 3 ,0  Is not simple, a contradiction. In this way most of the 
groups of Lie type are dealt with.
It can happen that because of the involvement In G of other simple 
groups.lt is found that ir(G ) Is completely accounted for by the 
divisors of these simple groups so that G is a ir'-g roup .an  
impossibility, and there Is no need to proceed further. This happens 
for instance with F * (q ) and E7 (q ) .
It is also necessary in some cases to work some additional 
theory, but this is only used to bring the group in question to the 
point where one of the above three techniques can be applied.
In this way all the simple groups are shown not to be 
counterexamples to the theorem ,establishing the result.
Finally we use Theorem 2 .5 2  to prove Theorem 2 .5 3 .
Proof of Theorem 2 .5 3 . Clearly, as In the proof of Theorem 2. 39, the 
backward implication holds. We thus suppose that G is 
ir-homogeneous and ir'-hom ogeneous. Then, without loss of 
generality,w e can suppose that 2<fir and so by Theorem 2 .5 2 .G  is 
Tr'-closed, that is .G  has a normal Hall ir'-subgroup Hn'.B y  the 
Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem .G  splits over H ^ .T h u s  G=Hir'HTT where 
is a Hall ir-subgroup of G. Since G is 
ir'-hom ogeneous, N qC H ^O /G g^H ^') = G /C Q (H irO is a ir'-group and so 
H|7^ C q ( Hfl-0. Thus Htt'^CgCHtt) . We then have that both H^ and H ^  
are contained In NqCH^) . Hence G -H ^ 'H ^ N g ^ H ^ ) . Thus H^^G and 
G - H ^ ' x H j t .
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CHAPTER V: THE RECENT THEORY OF CO-SUBGROUPS
In this chapter we develop certain Sylow-llke properties ot 
CC-subgroupsCTheorems 5 .8  and 5 .1 2 ) .  In order to do this a 
collection ot Important structural results Is given.w hich will also 
provide a base for further study, especially towards the classification 
of all groups with CC-subgroups in the next chapter. We also Include 
an interesting result Involving 3'~groups with non-cycllc  
CC-subgroups.
Extensive use wilt be made of Chapter III, in paltycular Wielandt's 
Theorem 3 ,1 0 ,and of course all of Section II.
This entire chapter is based on the published researches of Arad 
and Chillag.but many of the proofs have been altered for the sake of 
clarity and a better unity of technique.
The first theorem has an important bearing on simple groups. 
Theorem 5 .1  ( Arad and Chiliag[6; Lemma 1 .2 ( d ) ] ) .  Let M^CCG and 
suppose that Nq (M )* M  and F (G )= l.T h e n  the normal closure V of M 
in G is a simple minimal normal subgroup of G .an d  G=VH where H 
is a Frobenlus complement of Nq (M ) .
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G .lf  MnN=l then by
Theorem 3 .5 1 .M N  is Frobenius with kernel N and so N is
nilpotent, contradicting F (G )= l.T h u s  we can assume that 
M n N /1 . Suppose that Nq (M )  has a normal com plem ent L In G .Then  
again by Theorem 3. 51, since M n L = l. ML is Frobenius with kernel L ,a  
contradiction. Thus, since M is nilpotent and so is a T . l-s e t in G ,w e  
can apply Proposition 3 .5 3 (1 ) to obtain that M^N. Since M *N as
F (G )= 1 ,N  is simple by Proposition 3 .5 0 , and M^ccN .L e t V be the 
normal closure of M in G .Then  V^N and so V=N since N is minimal 
normal.
Since M is nilpotent.we can apply Theorem 3 .1 0  to obtain that all 
subgroups of V of order IM 1 are conjugate In V .Thus by Frattlnl's 
Argument. Proposition 3. 7 ,G =VN q (M ) . But Ng (M )= M H  where H is a 
Frobenius complement of Nq (M ) .  Hence G=VH as required.
Suppose that M is a CC-subgroup of a group G .A n  important 
property of M is that if Ng <M )*M  then M Is nilpotent. Later.in  
Chapter V I,w e will investigate this case further.The following result
covers all non-nllpotent cases.
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Theorem 5 . 2 [6; Proposition 1 .3 ]. Let M *ccG .lf  Nq CND^M then one of 
the following is true.
( i)G  Is Frobenius with M as complement,
( i i)G  is a simple group and M is Frobenius with nilpotent kernel K 
and cyclic complement H of odd order, where Nq (K )=M  and 
Nq (H )^ H .
Remark: By Proposition 3 .4 1 .H  and K are CC-subgroups of G.
Proof of Theorem  5 .2 . (Johnson and B ow shall). If M is a T. l-set in 
G then by definition, ( i)  holds. Thus we can assume that M Is not a 
T. l-s e t in G .N ow  suppose that F ( G ) * l . i f  M n F (G )= l then by 
Theorem 3 .5 1 .M  is a Frobenius complement of the group MFCG) and 
so by Theorem 3. 19(x) .Z ( M ) * 1 , which implies by Proposition 3 .3 9  
that M is a T, i-s e t. a contradiction. Thus M n F (G )*1 . Then, since M is 
a Hall tt(M )-su b g ro u p  for G ,there  exists a prime p e ir(M ) such that 
1 <Op (G )^ M . Hence by Proposition 3 .5 8 .G  is Frobenius with M as 
kern e l.a  contradiction.Thus we can assume that F (G ) - 1 .
Since M is not a T. I~set in G, there exists geG such that 
1 <MnM9<M. Then by Propositions 3 .3 7  and 3. 38 , MnM9*sccG. Suppose 
Mq * 1 . Then by Proposition 3 .4 5 ,M q  is a Frobenius kernel and so 
nilpotent. contradicting F (G )= l,T h u s  Mq = 1 .N ow since Mq  is the 
intersection of ail conjugates of M, there must exist some intersection 
H of conjugates of M such that H*1 but HnMx= l for all xeG such that 
H^M*. We can assume that H^MnMSC otherwise we can replace 
g ) . Clearly H is a T. i-s e t in G and H^ccG .if  Ng <H)=H  then G is a 
Frobenius group,contradicting F (G )= l.T h u s  Nq (H )^ H  and so H is 
nilpotent. Then by Proposition 3 .4 3 .H  contains no CC-subgroup of G.
-i
Now H and H9 are nilpotent Hall subgroups of M and so by 
Theorem 3 .1 0 ,H 9 = H *  for some keM .Then kg«N Q (H ) . and since 
g^M,fcg^M. Hence Nq (H )> N m (H )  . It follows by Proposition 3. 4 , that 
n m c H )^ ccNq (H )  and since Nq (H ) is Frobenius.either Nm (H )= H  or 
N m (H )  is a Frobenius complement of N Q (H ).B u t H ^ N ^ tH ) and so 
Nm <H)=H . Since H is a T. l-s e t, M Is Frobenius with complement H by 
definition, and kernel K, say. As K^ccM^Cc ® »K^CCG - Now by 
Proposition 3 .4 3 .Z (M )= 1  and so M Is neither a kernel nor a 
complement of N Q (K ).T h u s  M=Nq (K) by Proposition 3 .4 7 . as 
required.
Let V and W be the normal closures in G of K and H respectively, it 
follows by Theorem  5. K a il conditions being fulfilled) that V and W 
are simple minimal normal subgroups of G and G=VH(since H is the
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Frobenius complement ot Nq (K) = M ) . Since tK ,H ]* l(a s  a result ot the 
C C -property ). we have 1 <[K, H ]*tV ,W W n W . Hence VnW *l and so since 
V and W are minimal normal, V -W . In particular, H^V so that G =V.as  
required.
Finally, H Is a Frobenius complement and kernel and so Is cyclic by 
Proposition 3 .4 8 .
The next result is a simple generalisation ot Proposition 3. 55.
There are several proofs but none quite as short as the one given 
here.
Theorem 5 .3 [6; Lemma 1 .4 ]. Let G be a soluble group with a 
CC-subgroup M .T h en  one of the following is true.
( i)G  is Frobenius with M as kernel or complement.
(H )N g CM)j*M or G ,N q (M> has a normal nilpotent complement in 
G .M  Is cyclic of odd order and Nq (M ) is metacyclic.
Proof. If Nq (M )= M  then the result follows from Theorem 5 . 2 , and if 
Nq < M) *M . It follows from Proposition 3 .5 5 .
To prove Theorem  5 .6  It is convenient to give the next two 
lemmas.
Lemma 5 .4 (Arad and ChlllagE4; Lemma 21). Let M*=CCG with Z C M )*! 
and let N be a non-trivial proper normal subgroup of G .Then  one of 
the following holds.
( i)G  is Frobenius with M as kernel or complement.
( i i)M n N = l,M  is cyclic of odd order and MN Is Frobenius with 
kernel N and complement M.
(iil)M ^N  and M has odd order.
( Iv)N q (M ) has a normal complement In G and M is cyclic of 
odd order.
Proof. If IM l Is even then by Theorem 3 .2 7 , ( I)  is true since G Is 
not simple. Thus we can assume that 1M| is odd. If Nq (M )= M  then as 
M is a T, i-se t in G, ( I)  holds by definition. Hence we can assume 
that N Q C M l^M .lf MnN?*l then either Nq (M )  has no normal 
complement In G so that by Proposition 3 .5 3 , till) holds, or Nq <M> 
has a normal com plem ent and by Theorem 3 .5 1 ,M  Is a Frobenius 
complement so that since M is also a kernel, M is cyclic by 
Proposition 3 .4 8 , and (iv) holds. Thus we can assume that M n N = l.tf  
M*sG,(l) holds. Thus we may suppose that M ^G .W e can then apply 
Theorem 3 .5 1  to obtain that MN is Frobenius with kernel N and
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complement M and so (ti) holds, again applying Proposition 3 .4 8 .
Lemma 5 .5 [4:Lem m a 5]. Let M *CCG with Z (M )*1  and let N be a
minimal normal subgroup of G .Then one of the following holds.
( i )G  is Frobenius with M as kernel or com plem ent.
( I I)M  is cyclic.
(ili)M ^ N  and N is simple.
Proof. Suppose that neither parts ( I)  nor (II)  hold, if N=G then G is 
simple and (iii) holds. If N<G then by Lemma 5 ,4 .M ^ N .W e  now apply 
Proposition 3. 50 to obtain that N Is simple.
Before investigating the Sylow-like properties of groups with
CC-subgroups, we can now prove a result which complements
Theorem 2 .2 3 .
Theorem 5 . 6 [4;Theorem  41. Let M^CCG ,M  being non-cyclic. If 
(3 , |G |>=1 then one of the foiiowing holds.
( I )G  is Frobenius with M as kernel or complement.
(II)GaESz(q) for some q .and M Is either a Sylow 2-subgroup or a 
Sylow 2-norm allser.
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. By Suzuki's 
Theorem 3 .2 7 , |M | Is odd. Suppose that Nq (M );*M . Then M Is 
nilpotent, Assume that G is not simple and let H be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. By Lemma 5 .5 ,M ^ H  and H is simple. Thus by Theorem  
3 .3 1 . HasSz(q) for some q. Hence by Theorem  3 .2 5 , all Sylow 
p-subgroups of H are cyclic for odd p ,an d  since M is nilpotent, M is 
cyclic, a contradiction. Thus G is simple and again by Theorem 3 .3 1 ,  
GasSz(q) for some q .and  similarly to the previous sentence,M  is 
cyclic, a contradiction. Thus we can assume that Nq (M )= M .
Suppose that G is not simple and let H be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G.
Now suppose that H Is an elementary abelian p -group for some 
p. Let ir=ir(M) and suppose that p«ftr.Then, with an asterisk denoting 
factoring modulo H and using Propositions 3 .5 6  and 3 .5 7 , we have 
M * * CCG* and Nq * ( M * )  =M *,w here  since M nH =l. Hence by the
minimality of G .M *  Is a Frobenius complement of G * since |M | is 
odd and so part ( II)  cannot hold.Thus there exists a normal Hall 
tr'-subgroup R* of G *(th a t is,the kernel of G * ) . The Inverse Image R 
of R* in G is a normal Hall ir'-subgroup of G .lt  follows by Theorem
3 .5 1  that G Is Frobenius with M as complement, a contradiction. We
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can assume then that pew. Thus by Proposition 3 .4 2 .  Since
Mq ^ I . Q is Frobenius with kernel Mq  and so by Proposition 
3. 47. either M=Mq  or M nM Q =l.both  contradictions.
Thus we can suppose that H is the direct product of isomorphic 
simple groups H *. . . . H|< for some integer k. Suppose that 
M n H =l.T h en  by Theorem 3 .5 1 .M H  Is Frobenius with kernel H .a  
contradiction. Thus L=M nH*1.W e have that 1>CCH. If LnHx= l then LHX 
Is Frobenius with kernel Hx .a  contradiction. Hence LnHx* l .T h u s  there 
exist elements of L centralised by Hax. . xH^. Hence H2x, . Hk=l and H 
is simple. Thus H^Sz(q) for some q and since I LI is odd .L  is 
cyclic. If N h ^L) =L=Gh ( 1-) .then H is not simple by Theorem  3 .1 3  and 
so N h < L )*L ,and also M^Nq (L) since L^M .If M=Nq (L ) then L=Nh <L). 
a contradiction. Hence M<Nq (L ) <G. Thus by the minimality of G .w e  
can apply the theorem to Nq <L). Since 1M| Is odd, part ( ii) does not 
hold. If Nq (L) was Frobenius with kernel M then M would be nilpotent 
and so a T. l-se t. making G Frobenius with complement M .a  
contradiction.Thus Nq (L) is Frobenius with complement M .and  kernel 
K,say. Since K^Nq (L) and KnL=l we obtain that K ^C Q (L )^M ,a  
contradiction.
Hence G is simple and so GssSz(q) for some q .Thus as |M | is 
odd.M  is cyclic, a contradiction.
We now investigate the Sylow-like properties.
Theorem 5 .7 [6:Lem m a 1 .5 ], Let M and N be CC-subgroups of a 
group G. If 1M| = |N | then M and N are conjugate.
Proof. If either or Nq (N )^ N  then the result follows
Immediately by Wielandt's Theorem 3. 10. Thus we can assume that 
both Nq (M )= M  and Nq (N )  =N, Applying Theorem 5 .2  we can suppose 
that condition (ii) of that result holds for both M and N ,s in ce  
otherwise M and N would be Frobenius complements and so 
conjugate.
Thus M=KH and N=XY where K and X are the kernels and H and Y 
the complements of M and N respectively. Also G is simple and by 
the remark following Theorem 5 .2 .K  and X are nilpotent 
CC-subgroups of G and H and Y are cyclic CC-subgroups of G of 
odd order.
If ) M | is even then by Theorem  3 .2 7 .M  and N are Sylow 
2-norm altsers and thus conjugate.Thus we can assume that (M | is 
odd so that M and N are soluble.
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Let 7t=tt(K) . Then N contains a subgroup of order |K| by 
Theorem 3 .8  and so by Theorem 3 .1 0 .N  contains some conjugate K* 
of K for some fcG. Since K* Is a CC-subgroup of the Frobenius group 
N ,e ither K^=X or K* Is a Frobenius complement for N by 
Proposition 3 .4 7 . If K*=X then Nq (K>=M  Is conjugate to N Q (X )= N .a s  
required. Thus we can assume that K* is a Frobenius complement for 
N so that by Theorem 3 .1 9 ( v ) , |K |  divides IX I—1. Similarly we can 
assume that M contains some conjugate X9 of X. If X9 is a Frobenius 
complement for M then IX j divides IK I -1 ,  which is impossible 
num ber-theoreticaily. Thus X9=K and Nq (K )=M  Is conjugate to 
N Q (X )= N .a s  required.
The first main theorem of this chapter can now be given.
Theorem 5 . 8 [6: Theorem 1 .1 ]. Let M^CCG and it=tt( M ) . Then M is a 
Hall rr-subgroup of G and all Hall rr-subgroups of G are conjugate.
Proof.W e already know that M is a Hall rr-subgroup of G .L et N be 
any other Hall rr-subgroup of G .ln  view of Theorem 5 .7  it Is enough 
to prove that N is a CC-subgroup of G.
By Theorem 3 .1 0 . if M Is nilpotent then the theorem holds. Hence we 
can assume that Nq (M )= M  and then that part ( ii)  of Theorem 5 .2  
holds. If 1MI is even then by Theorem 3 .2 7 .M  and N are both Sylow
2-norm allsers and so conjugate. Hence we can assume that |M | is 
odd and so N is soluble. Let M=KH as in Theorem  5 . 2 (H ) . and let 
K) and rr2= rr (H ). Since N is soluble, N contains Hail 
rrj-subgroups Nj for i= 1 ,2 ,B y  Theorem 3 .8 ,N i =K9i and Na=H9x for 
some gA, g2eG. Since both K9i and H9x are CC-subgroups of G .w e  
have that N2 and Nz are CC-subgroups of G. Now let n eN and 
suppose that n=nAn2 where nj is a non-trlviai iq -e lem ent of N for 
1=1,2. Then nj€CQ (n) and so n<sCQ(n() . But njeN^v for some /|«sN for 
1=1,2 and as Nj^ccG we have that neN|*i for i = l . 2. Thus, since 
( lN j.1 . 1N2 |)=1  ,n = l .  Thus every element of N is either a rrA-e iem en t 
or a Tr2-e lem ent. Now iet n be an arbitrary elem ent of N and suppose 
that n is a rrj-elem ent for i=1 or 2. Then G G (n )-N |9  for some geN 
and so N^ccG .a s  required.
For the second main theorem we need another structural result. 
Proposition 5 . 9 t6 : Lemma 1.8] .  Let G be a soluble group containing 
two non-conjugate CC-subgroups M and L. Then G is Frobenius with 
M as kernel and L as com plem ent, or vice-versa.
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Proot. Let G be a counterexample. Then by Theorem  5 . 3 , N q (M)  has 
a nilpotent normal complement K .M  is cyclic and also, since L can 
replace M .L  is cyclic.
Suppose that ( | M | , | L | ) * 1  and let p divide ( | M | , | L | ) . M  and L 
contain Sylow p-subgroups P and Q of G respectively. Since M and L 
are cyclic CC-subgroups, M=Cq (P ) is conjugate to C Q (Q )= L .a  
contradiction. Hence ( | M l , I L I ) = l .
Suppose that C | K | . | L l ) * l . Then by Proposition 3 .5 9 .K ^ L  and since L 
is a T. l-se t in G .hflG  by Proposition 3 . 22 .  Hence L is the Frobenius 
Kernel of G ,a  contradiction. Thus ( I K I . 1L|) =1. We already Know that 
( | K | , | M | ) - 1  and so since G is soluble,G  has a Hail subgroup T of 
order IM11 LI I K I . Let V be a subgroup of T of order IM I I L I . Then, as 
in the proof of Theorem 5 .8 ,V^qCG and so Vs£ccT. Hence, since 
( | V | , | K I )  = 1 and K^T.K is a normal CC-subgroup of T .T h is  implies 
that V is a Frobenius complement of the Frobenius group T and so 
by Theorem 3. 19. Z (V ) *1 . contradicting Proposition 3. 43. Hence result.
We can now proceed to the second main theorem .
Theorem 5 . 10(Arad and Chillag[7; Theorem B ] ) . Let M^CCG and let 
ir= tr(M ), Then ail of the following are true.
(D M  is a Hall ir-subgroup of G and all Hail ir-subgroups of G are  
conjugate.
( i t )G has at most two classes of soluble maximal ir-subgroup.
( il l) If  M is not nilpotent then either G is a Frobenius group with 
complement M or M is a Frobenius group with Kernel K and 
complement L where Nq ( K) =M  and N e<L )^L ,an d  L is cyclic of odd 
order,
( iv )lf  G has two classes of soluble maximal ir-subgroup then
( a ) G  is simple,
( b ) M  is not nilpotent,
(c )th e  normallser of every non-trivial soluble ir-subgroup of 
G Is a ir-subgroup,
( d ) M  and Nq (L) are representatives of the two classes of 
soluble maximal ir-subgroups of GCwhere L Is as In part ( I I I ) ) .
Proof. Part (1) holds by Theorem 5 . 8 .  If Nq C M ^ M  then M Is 
nilpotent and so G is a Djr-group by Theorem 3 . 8 ,  and the theorem  
holds. Thus we can assume that Nq (M ) =M. Suppose that G Is a 
Frobenius group with complement M .Then clearly G Is ir'-soluble and 
so by Theorem 3 . 9 . G  is again a D^-group and the result holds.
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Hence we may assume that G is not Frobenius with complement 
M .Then by Theorem 5 . 2 . G  is simple and M is a Frobenius group 
with Kernel K and complement L, where Nq (K )=M  and Nq (L ) *L  and L 
is cyclic of odd order. We also know that K and L are CC-subgroups  
of G .and T. l-sets  in G .Let irx=ir(K) and ir2= ir (L ) . Then by 
Theorem 3 . 8 . G  is a D^-group and a Drr-group,
( * )  Let T be a irj-subgroup of G for 1=1,2. Then either T^K9 or T* \ J  
for some / .geG. ln  particular.T  is contained in a conjugate of M .Thus  
by Proposition 3. 22, either N q (T )^ N q (K 9 ) =m9 or 
N q (T ) ^Nq(L^) =NQCL)f .
From now on. given a soluble subgroup X of G . we  will denote by 
Xj .a  Hall TTj-subgroup of X.
Let B be a soluble ir-subgroup of G which Is neither a irx-group nor 
a ir2-group. Then B=BXB2 where '\<Bx£Kl1 and for some
h . d e  G .by paragraph ( * ) . T h u s  1<BnKh so that BnKh*£cGB. Then BnKh is 
a Hall ir^-subgroup of B and so Bx=BnKft and Bx^cCG. Similarly 
Bz=BnLd and B2* CCB. Proposition 5 .9  now implies that B is Frobenius 
with Bj as kernel or complement for 1=1 or 2. Suppose that Bj is the 
kernel. Then B^NQ(Bj) and either B^Ng(B]>^Ng(K^, )= M /i or 
B ^N Q (L)d .as  in paragraph ( * ) , a n d  part ( II)  of the theorem  
holds. Also since Bj is characteristic in BCbeing a normal Hall 
subgroup), we have that NqCB) ^NqCBj) . Thus either N q C B ) * ^  or 
N q (B ) 4 N G ( L ) d .
Thus every maximal soluble ir-subgroup Is contained in a conjugate 
of M or Nq (L) and the normaliser of every non-trivial soluble 
ir-subgroup Is contained in a conjugate of M or Nq (L ) .  Hence in 
order to prove the remainder of the theorem it is enough to show 
that if G has more than one class of soluble maximal ir-subgroup  
then Nq (L) is a soluble ir-subgroup.
Since N q (L ) Is Frobenius with a cyclic kernel L .the  
complement,which can be embedded In AutL by Theorem  3 . 1 9 . i s  
abelian by Proposition 3 . 2 ,  and so cyclic by Proposition 
3 . 19(xi l l ) . Thus N q (L ) I s  metacycllc and hence soluble. Let A be a 
soluble maximal ir-subgroup not contained in a conjugate of M .Then  
A=AXA2 where Ax*K fc and A2^LC for some b , c e G ( a s  with B ab o ve). If 
A is a ir|-group for 1=1 or 2 then A would be contained in a 
conjugate of M ,a  contradiction. Thus, as with B ,A  Is a Frobenius 
group with A| as kernel or complement. If Ax is the kernel then 
A^NQ(AJL)^N Q (K b )^M^) by paragraph ( * ) , a  contradiction. Hence A2 is
/
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the Kernel and A *N q (A 2) * N q ( L ) c . Then, as A2*L C. A^AXLC. Also, since 
A 1Lc /L caA1/A 1nLc and both Lc and A * are soluble,Aj.Lc Is a soluble 
rr-subgroup. Hence AsA^LP.Let R be a Frobenius complement tor 
l\|Q<L)c .Then |Aa | divides |R| .  Hence R contains a p -e lem en t tor 
some p ^ X '  Since no p -e lem ent ot G commutes with a rr'-e lem ent ot 
G(as  M *ccG ),a n d  since by Proposition 3. 1 9 , Z ( R ) * 1  ,we have that R 
contains no rr'-elem ent. Thus N q C U ) 0  Is a rr-group and so 
A = N q (L )c . This proves the theorem.
In order to prove the last theorem In this chapter,w e give a 
straightforward corollary ot Theorem 5. 10,
Corollary 5. 11. Let M«sccG,rr=rr(M) and suppose that IM l Is odd. Then 
all of the following are true,
(D M  is a Hall rr-subgroup of G and all Hall rr-subgroups ot G are 
conjugate.
( I DG has at most two classes of maximal rr-subgroup.
(Hi) If M Is not nilpotent then either G Is a Frobenius group with M 
as complement or M is a Frobenius group with Kernel K and 
complement L where Nq (K) =M  and Nq (L )^L  and L is cyclic of odd 
order.
(Iv )lf  G has two classes of maximal rr-subgroup then
( a ) G  Is simple,
( b ) M  is not nilpotent,
( c ) the  normaliser of every non-trivial rr-subgroup of G is a 
rr-subgroup. and
( d ) M  and Nq (L) are representatives of the two conjugacy 
classes of maximal rr-subgroups of G (w here L Is as In part ( i l l ) ) .
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5 . 1 0  and the fact that groups of odd 
order are soluble.
We can now use Theorem 2 . 5 2  to give the last theorem of this 
chapter.
Theorem 5 . 12(Arad and Chillagt8; Corollary 31). Let M be a 
CC-subgroup of a group G.rr=rr(M) and suppose that |M | Is odd.
Then M is a Hall rr-subgroup of G.al l  Hall rr-subgroups of G are  
conjugate,and every rr-subgroup of G is contained in a conjugate of 
M.
Proof. Bv Theorem 5 . 8 ,  we already Know that M is a Hall rr-subgroup 
and that all Hall rr-subgroups of G are conjugate. Suppose that not
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every ir-subgroup of G ts contained in a conjugate of M. Then by 
Theorem 5 .11 ( 11 ) , G has two classes of maximal ir-subgroup and so 
by Theorem  5 . 1 1 ( l v ) , G  is rr-homogeneous. Thus by Theorem 2 . 5 2 . G  
is rr'-closed. Then, since G Is simple. G must be a ir-group. But this is 
impossible since 2 ^ .  Hence result.
Note: Theorem 5 . 12  would be false without the hypothesis of odd 
order, Arad and Chillag gave the specific example of PSLC2.16)  with 
ir= (2 ,3 ,5 ) In Examples 1 and 2 of 173.for which there are at least 
three non-conjugate maximal ir-subgroups at least one of which Is a 
CC-subgroup,
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CHAPTER Vi: THE SEARCH FOR CC-SUBGROUPS
Section I: A classification theorem for groups with CC-sutogroups
This section consists ot a single result which completely covers 
every possible case tor a group to have a CC-subgroup.
Theorem 6 . 1 . Let M be a CC-subgroup of a group G. Then  one of the 
following is true.
( i ) G  is a Frobenius group with M as kernel or complement.
( IDG is soluble, Nq ( M ) * M  and G=KML where M is cyclic of odd 
order, L is a cyclic Frobenius complement of Nq ( M)  of odd order 
and K is a nilpotent normal complement to Nq (M )  in G.
(iii)G  is simple, Nq (M )  =M and M is Frobenius with kernel K and 
complement L where K and L are CC-subgroups of G. 
NG ( K ) = M , N q ( L ) * L  and L is cyclic of odd order.
(iv) ( | F ( G)  I . I M D - 1 .  Nq ( M ) * M  and if asterisks denote images 
modulo F (G)  then M *^cCG* and G *=V*H * where V* is a simple 
normal subgroup of G* containing M* and H* is a Frobenius 
complement of Nq * ( M * ) .
Proof. This will consist of a sequence of lemmas. We let G be a 
minimal counterexample to the theorem.
Lemma 6 . 1 . 1 . G is Insoluble.
Proof. Suppose G is soluble. Then by Theorem 5 . 3 , G  satisfies parts 
CD or (II) of the theorem .a  contradiction.
Lemma 6 . 1 .  2 . IMI  is odd.
Proof. Suppose |M | Is even. Then by Theorem 3 . 2 7 ,  either G is 
simple and satisfies (iv) with F(G)=1  and G * =V * , o r  G satisfies ( I ) ,  
a contradiction.
Lemma 6 . 1 . 3 .
Proof. Suppose N G (M )= M .T h e n  by Theorem 5 . 2 ,  either G satisfies
(I) or G satisfies ( i l l ) , a  contradiction.
Lemma 6 . 1 . 4 . M^G.
Proof. Suppose M^G.Then by Proposition 3 . 4 5 ,  ( I )  holds, a 
contradiction.
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Lemma 6 . 1 . 5 . F(G)  *1 .
Proof. Suppose FCG)= 1 . Then by Lemma 6 . 1 . 3  and Theorem 5 . 1 . G  
satisfies Civ) ,a contradiction.
Lemma 6 . 1 . 6 . F ( G) ^ M .
Proof. Suppose that ( | F ( G)  I . | M | ) - 1  and let asterisks denote 
factors modulo F ( G ) . T h e n  by Proposition 3 .5 6 ,either M* = l  * .  M *~G *  
or M *^CCG *.
Suppose M * = l * . T h e n  M ^ F ( G ) , a  contradiction since their orders are 
coprim e.Thus M *?*l*.
Suppose M *= G *.T h en  G = M F ( G ) . B u t  since jM | is odd by Lemma 
6 . 1 . 2 . M  is soluble. As FCG) is soluble we then have that G Is 
soluble, a contradiction. Hence M **G *.
Thus we can assume that M *^CCG *. Now by Proposition 3 . 5 7 ,  since 
Nq C M ) * M . N q M M * ) * M *  and by Proposition 3. 60(11), F ( G * ) = 1 . Since 
| G * | < | G |  we can apply the theorem to G* to obtain that G * satisfies
(iv) with F ( G * ) = l , a n d  hence G satisfies ( i v ) , a  contradiction.
Hence by Proposition 3. 59, FCG)
Lemma 6 . 1 . 7 . G has generalised quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups.
Proof. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G . We  can apply Theorem
3.51  to obtain that F ( G ) T  is a Frobenius group with kernel FCG) and 
complement T .Then by Theorem 3 . 1 9 . T  is either cyclic or 
generalised quaternion, if T were cyclic then by Theorem 3 . 2 1 . G  
would be soluble, a contradiction. Hence result.
Lemma 6 . 1 . 8 . FCG) =M.
Proof. Let K be the Inverse image in G of Z ( G / O e' ( G ) ) . Then by 
Lemma 6 . 1 . 7  and Theorem 3 . 2 9 .  K /0 2'(G)s£Ze . Hence K is 
soluble. Since also M is soiubleCbeing of odd o rd e r ) , KM is a soluble 
subgroup of G . We  have M^CCKM and thus as l K M | < ! G | , w e  can apply 
the theorem by induction. Then either
(a ) KM is Frobenius with kernel M,
(b) KM is Frobenius with kernel L say,and complement M , o r
( c ) KM has a normal nilpotent complement L say,to  Nk m ^M ) -
Now in cases (b) and ( c> , ( | L | ,  I M I ) —1 and L^KM so that
tL. F(G)l«£FCG)nL=l as F ( G ) ^ M  by Lemma 6. 1 .6 .  Thus 
L«*Gk m cF (Q ))^ M  as M^ccG -H ence L=1.
Thus case (b ) collapses and case Cc) coincides with case ( a ) .  But
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now K*KM and M*KM and so by Proposition 3. 49 , either M*K or 
K«M.As IK I Is even and 1M| Is odd,the latter Is Impossible and so 
M^K. Therefore M Is a nilpotent normal subgroup of K and so 
M ^F(K) * !F (G ) . But F (G )*M  by Lemma 6 .1 .6 ,  Hence result.
Now since Lemma 6 .1 .8  contradicts Lemma 6 .1 .4 ,G  as a minimal 
counterexample does not exist and hence the theorem is true.
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Section »: CC-subgroups of simple groups
in this section we locate the CC-subgroups tor a "large" set of 
simple groups,which information Is presented in Tables 1 to 4 as a 
suitable end to this thesis. We outline how the information is obtained 
and give results which may aid in the completion of the search.
Throughout this section.the complete classification of the finite 
simple groups is tacitly used.
To s tart.it can be seen that restricting the hypothesis of 
Theorem  6 .1  to the case of a simple group provides the following 
result.
Corollary 6 .2 . Let G be a simple group with a CC-subgroup M .Then  
either
( i)M  is nilpotent, or
C ii)NG<M )=M  and M is a soluble Frobenius group with nilpotent 
kernel and cyclic complement of odd order, both of which are 
CC-subgroups of G.
Thus a simple group with a CC-subgroup necessarily contains a 
nilpotent CC-subgroup. We first engage in a search for such 
subgroups and then use the Information obtained to find the 
remaining CC-subgroups.
In view of Theorem 3. 27, which completely classifies the case when 
the CC-subgroup has even order.w e can restrict the search to the 
odd case. It may also be convenient in some situations to use the 
results of Chapter II,Section I to further restrict the search to the 
case when the CC-subgroup has order prime to 3. Such a case 
arises now.
We consider first the alternating groups An of degree n^5. Now 
A s9£PSL(2.4) and A6aR S L (2 ,9 ) are both 3CC-groups(with Sylow
3-subgroups of orders 3 and 9 respectively, the latter being 
elementary a b e lia n ). Also, by Theorem ^ 2 ? ) a 5 is a 2CC-group. Since 
no other alternating group is isomorphic to any of the groups listed 
in Theorem 2 .2 $ , we need only consider possible CC-subgroups of 
orders prime to 2 or 3.
Theorem 6 .3 . Let An be the alternating group of degree n^5.Then An 
contains nilpotent CC-subgroups of orders prime to 2 or 3 If and only 
If n=p,p+1 or p+2 for some prime p ,ln  which case An contains a 
CC-subgroup of order p.
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Rem ark: Clearly if p+2 is also a prime then A h a s  two classes of 
nilpotent CC-subgroup of order prime to 2 or 3 , namely one each of 
orders p and p+2.
Proof of Theorem  6 .3 . For convenience we let GasAn and suppose that 
M^ccG such that IMS is odd. Let p divide I M l. Then by conjugating If 
necessary, we can suppose that the element x = ( l  2 - p) of order p 
is contained in M .N ow  clearly Cq ( x) contains ail the elements of G 
which act only on the letters p+1 , ■ • , n .Thus CQ(x)ssAn_p. But An_p is 
not nilpotent of order prime to 2 or 3 unless n -p = 0 .1 or 2 , in which 
case n = p .p + l or p+2.
Conversely, we consider the three cases separately. We note that in 
the symmetric group,elem ents are conjugate If and only If they have 
the same cycle pattern.Thus the conjugates of x are precisely those 
of length p. However some of these conjugates may not belong to the 
corresponding alternating group. Thus we introduce the number e 
where « can take values 1 or 1 /2  and which will be calculated in 
each case.
Denote by c l(x) the conjugacy class containing x.Then  
IC q ( x) | = |G I /  icK x) | . The values of c l(x) are obtained 
combinatorially.
First,suppose that n=p.Then |c l(x ) |=ep!/p .Thus
|C q ( x) | = (p ! /2 ) /< e p ! /p )= p /2 e .
Since p Is odd we must have e = l /2  and hence G Is a Cpp-group  
with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup. Thus by Proposition 2 .1 4 ,G  is a 
pCC-group.
Now suppose that n =p + l.T h en  lc l(x ) |= (p + l)e p l/p .T h u s  
IC q Cx) l = ( (p+1) i /2 )  / ( (p+1) € p l/p )= p /2 e .
As in the above c a s e ,€ = 1 /2  and G Is a pCC-group.
Lastly suppose that n=p+2.Then IcK x) | = ( (p+2) Cp+1) /2 )  ep l/p . Thus 
|C q ( x> | = ( (p+2) 1 /2 ) / ( ( p + 2 )  (p + l)€ p ! /2 p )= p /€ .
Now consider Sn2*H.Then IC h <x) | = (p + 2 )! / ( (p+2) (p + 1 )p !/2 p )= 2 p . But 
now the elem ent (p+1 p+2) is contained In C|-|(x> but not In Cg <*> 
as transpositions are odd. Hence €=1 and IC q Cx) |=p. As before 
then ,G  is a pCC-group.
N ote: For convenience, the CC-subgroups of the alternating groups are 
given in Table 1.
We now give a result which has great practical use If, for 
exam ple,the character table of a simple group is known.
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Theorem 6 .4 , Let M *CCG where G Is a simple group. Then M Is 
nilpotent It and only if M is the centrallser of every p -cen tra l element 
of M for each p dividing |M | .
Proof. Suppose that M is nilpotent. Then M is the direct product of Its 
Sylow subgroups, which are all then normal in M .L e t p divide 
1 M l. Then the Sylow p-subgroup of M centralises ail p '-e lem ents  of 
M and a p -cen tra l elem ent xsM centralises every p -e lem en t In 
M .Thus M ^G Q (x),Thus since M^CCG, Cq <x) =M.
Conversely, if M is the centrallser of any p -cen tra l elem ent of M for 
any p dividing |M | then Z (M );*1 .B y  Corollary 6 .2 .M  is either
nilpotent or Frobenius with CC-subgroups of its own. in the latter
case, by Proposition 3 .4 3 ,  ZCM) =1. which is not so. Hence M is 
nilpotent.
We use Theorem 6 .4  as follows.
Proposition 6 .5 . If the orders of centralisers of conjugacy classes of 
all elements of a simple group G are known then the orders of every 
nilpotent CC-subgroup of odd order can be found.
Proof. It Is easy,g iven such information,to locate the orders of all 
odd order centralisers of elements of G which are also Halt
subgroups, Let such an order be N and let fr= rr(N ). Then for each  
pstr, in order that the centrallser whose order is N is a
CC-subgroup, it is necessary by Theorem 6 .4  that there exists a 
p-centra l elem ent whose centraliser has order N .W hen all such N 
are locatedCthere are not many for a particular simple g ro u p ),w e  use 
the fact that trCC-groups are Cmr-groups to further restrict the
possibilities by ensuring that for each N and tt=tt(N ) . centralisers of 
Tr-elements are Tr-groups.W e then apply Theorem 2 .1 7  to obtain that 
for ali the remaining N .N  is the order of some nilpotent CC-subgroup  
of G.
We now account for the sporadic simple groups.
Theorem 6 .6 . Nilpotent CC-subgroups of sporadic simple groups are  
as given In Table 2 and are all cyclic of prime order.
Proof. Let G be a sporadic simple group. Then by Theorem  3. 2 7 ,any
possible CC-subgroup of G has odd order. Also, the orders of
centralisers In G are available from [18], [38], [50], 1611. [68] and 
hopefully, when it is published. [Atlas!. Applying the technique of 
Proposition 6. 5. ail the orders of nilpotent CC-subgroups are
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obtained and it is seen that they are ail prime as given in Table 2.
We need now only consider the simple groups of Lie type. The 
following approach which culminates in Theorem 6. 13 is due to 
J .S . Willlams[67].
Definiton 6 .7 . Let G be a group. The prime graph of G is a graph 
whose vertices are the primes dividing IG I where two primes p and q 
are joined by an edge If and only if G has an elem ent of order 
pq.The components of the prime graph of GCthat is ,th e  maximal 
connected subgraphs) are called the components of G and are  
denoted by irj for 1=1.. n, where n is the number of components of 
G. If |G i Is even we suppose that
Lemma 6 .8 . if it Is a component of G then G is a Cmr-group.
Proof. Let x be a Tr-element of G and suppose that yeC q (x) . 
Suppose that p e tr ( |x |)  and q e ( |y | )  such that p^q .Then  a power of x 
which is an elem ent of order p centralises a power of y which is an 
element of order q .a n d  so there exists an elem ent of order pq.Thus  
qeir and y is a tr-e lem ent as required.
We introduce here the idea of a torus, mentioned in the proof of 
Theorem 2 .5 2 .
Definition 6. 9 . Let G * be a group of Lie type with simple factor G and 
let A q  be the corresponding algebraic group. A torus of A q  is defined 
to be an abelian subgroup of A q  isomorphic to a direct product of 
subgroups of A q  each of which is isomorphic to the multiplicative 
group of the base field of A q . A  torus of G * is defined to be an
intersection of a torus of A q  with G * .A  torus of G is defined to be
the image In G of a torus of G * .A  maximal torus is simply a torus 
which Is maximal In the set of toril.
Note: By their construction, maximal torli are Hall subgroups and every 
prime dividing the order of the group of Lie type which Is not the 
characteristic of the group divides the order of some torus.
The significance of the torus is revealed In the following result. 
Theorem 6. 10(W llliam s[67: Lemma 5 ]) . Let G be a simple group of Lie 
type and let G * be the universal covering of G .L e t T be a maximal 
torus of G .if  1T I is odd and ( I T | . |Z (G *) | ) =1 then the following are 
equivalent.
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(D ttCT) Is a component of G.
C ii)T *ccG.
(ill) < I T I . IC q CD l ) = l  for every Involution f«G.
Proof. ( i i ) = X I ) . Let Tr=Tr(T). Since T Is abelian ,tt Is contained In a 
single component. Suppose that there exists p^rr such that for some 
qeir,G has an elem ent x of order pq .Then  xP has order q and x9 has 
order p and tx P ,x 9 ]= i. Since T * CCG ,T  Is a Hall subgroup. Hence some 
conjugate (xP )9  of xP lies In T .T h en  (x9) 9«-Cg< 9 )^ T . Thus 1x91
divides IT  I ,  that is, pen. a contradiction. Hence tt is a component of 
G.
(!)= > ( i l l ) . Let tr* be the set of primes dividing the orders of 
centralisers of Involutions in G .T h en  tt*  is contained in a component 
containing 2 , that is, ^*£7^. Since ir±nTT=0 by ( I ) ,  (ill) holds.
< i i l ) = X l i ) . This part of the result Is proved using algebraic group 
theory and is therefore omitted.
Theorem 6 .1 0  allows us to give the following important step In the 
approach.
Proposition 6 .1 1  [67: Lemma 6], If G is a simple group then the 
components of G consist of the following possibilities.
<i>7Tj,.
( i lX p l .a  single odd prime.
(ill) Primes dividing the order of some maximal torus of G 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6. 10.
Proof. If G is an alternating or sporadic simple group then the result 
holds by Theorems 6 .3  and 6 .6 .  Thus we can suppose that G is of 
Lie type, of characteristic p say. Then G contains a number of 
maximal torii. Clearly the orders of these subgroups T are tT|-numbers 
for suitable components trj of G .lf  1TI is even then rr(T)Str^. On the 
other hand let it be a component of G not containing the prime 2 
and let qeir, Then either q=p or q divides the order of some maximal 
torus T. If ( l T | . IZ (G *> |) =1 and q does not divide 1Z(G *) I then 
tt=tt(T) by Theorem 6. 10. It remains to show that if q divides the 
order of ZCG*) then qerTj,.
For most groups of Lie type,the prime 2 is easily seen to divide 
|Z(G *> | and so qetri.The  only remaining groups are either linear or 
unitary and are dealt with by showing that the odd primes dividing 
|Z<G *) | also divide the order of a centrallser of some involution and 
so again q«nrj_. Hence result.
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We now come to the main theorem .
Theorem  6 . 12[67: Theorem 3 ]) . Let G be a simple group and let n be 
a component of G not containing the prime 2 . Then G contains a 
nilpotent trCC-subgroup,
Proof. By Proposition 6 .1 1 ,tr  Is either a single prime or the set of 
primes dividing some torus of G satisfying Theorem 6. 10. In either 
case there exists a nilpotent Hall tr-subgroup T .an d  also centralisers  
of tr-elem ents are tr-groups by Lemma 6 .8 .  Hence by Theorem 2 .1 7 .  
T *CCG.
The major application of Theorem 6. 12 is the following.
Theorem  6 .1 3 . Let G be a simple group of Lie type of odd 
characteristic. Then the nilpotent CC-subgroups of G are as listed in 
Table 3.
Proof. We can discount P S L (2 ,5 )» P S L (2 ,4 )» A S as CC-subgroups of 
A s are already known. Thus by Theorem 3 .2 7 , any CC-subgroup of G 
has odd order. Hence by Theorem 6 .1 2  it is sufficient to locate the 
odd components of G.WHIiams in [671 gives all the components of 
simple groups of Lie type of odd characteristic, in most cases actually 
presenting them as the sets of primes dividing given orders. For the
odd components these orders are the orders of the corresponding
CC-subgroups.
We sketch Williams' study.
Clearly the set tt*  of primes dividing the orders of centralisers of
involutions of G is contained in For simple groups of Lie type of
odd characteristic .it* is obtained from [151. Now every prime dividing 
IG I which Is not the characteristic divides the order of some torus of 
G. Suppose that p fir* . Then either p is the characteristic and ip) is a 
component or by Theorem 6 .1 0 ,p  divides the order of some torus T 
of G such that 7r(T) is an odd component of G .ln  either case  
p^tr± . Hence ir*-ir± and any prime which is not a neighbour of 2 Is 
not even connected to 2,
Thus after removing the orders of centralisers of Involutions of G 
we look for maximal torll of G of odd orders such that their orders 
are coprime to tr* and these will be CC-subgroups. Williams 
proceeded to do this with the Information in [151 and the orders of 
tori! available from [16], together with certain num ber-theoretic  
lemmas which were used to find whether given orders are coprime or
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not.
We need now only consider the simple groups of Lie type of even 
characteristic. Shortly we will give some results pertaining to 
these, but at this point we mention the reasons why they have not yet 
been dealt with, and suggest some results which may help to 
complete the search for the CC-subgroups of simple groups.
W illiam 's results used in the above description of the proof of 
Theorem 6. 13 rely heavily on the availability of orders of centralisers 
of involutions of simple groups. Unfortunately such information is 
incompletely available for simple groups of Lie type of even 
characteristic .it is hoped however that complete information will 
eventually be provided. The only other possible barrier in studying the 
groups of even characteristic Is the number theory. As was mentioned 
in the sketch above,certain num ber-theoretic lemmas were used to 
establish coprimeness. We will give these now.
Lemma 6 . 14(W lliiam s[67: Lemmas 7 to 101). Suppose that q is an odd 
prime power.Then the following hold.
( i ) ( q k+ 1 ) /2  is coprime to the set (ql±1 . 1=1. . k -1 . and qk-1 )  If and 
only if k is a power of 2.
( ii)  (q m- l ) / ( C q -1 )g c d (m ,q -1 ))  .where m *3 ,ls  coprime to the set 
tq*—1. 1=1. . m -1) if and only if m is an odd prime.
(Ill) (q m+ 1 ) / ( (q + 1 ) gcd(m . q + 1 )) .  where m is odd, is coprime to 
the set tqi± 1 , i= l .  .m -1 ) If and only If m is prime.
Parts (ii)  and (lit) of Lemma 6 .1 4  hold equally well when q is a 
power of 2. In fact the proofs In these cases are Identical for (ill) 
with only a slight modification for part ( I I ) .  However the statement and 
proof of the analogous result to part ( I)  are substantially different 
and are as follows.
Lemma 6 .1 5 . Let q be a power of 2. Then the number qk+1 is 
coprime to the set of numbers (q *± l, i=1 . . k -1 , and qk~U  if and only if 
k is a power of 2.
Proof. Suppose that k is not a power of 2. Then k=2nm for some m 
odd and m *3 .T h en  qk+ 1 = (q 2 + i) t  where 1^2n<k.Thus qk+ l Is not 
coprime to the given set.
Conversely, suppose that k is a power of 2. Obviously qk+1 is 
coprime to qk- l  as they are odd and differ by 2. Suppose that qk+ l 
is not coprime to the given set and take the smallest I such that
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Cqk+1. ql± l ) * 1 . Then either q*— 1 or q*+l Is not coprime to qk+ l . ln  
either case, gcdCq2k- l , q2,- l ) 9*1. Now gcdCq2k- l , q2* - l ) = q d" l  where 
d=gcdC2k,2i) and k Is a power of 2 and so d is a power of 2. We 
have g c d C q ^ -l, qk+ l )  *1 . Now q d - i« (q (c l /2 )~ D  (q (d /2 )  + d  anc| so 
either gcdCqk+ l , qCd/2) _ d  or gcdCqk- l , q {d /2 )  + d  yf\ , xhls
contradicts the minimality of I unless d=2i. Suppose that d=2I.Then  
gcdCqk+ l , q2i- l )  . But d—21 and so 21 divides 2k, and since Kk and k 
Is a power of 2.21 divides k. Thus q2t- l  divides qk- l , a  
contradiction,since g c d tq k- l , qk+ l ) =1.
A result which may help in the search for CC-subgroups is the 
following,which relies on Theorem 5 .1 2  and is therefore recentCand 
indeed unavailable to W illiam s).
Theorem 6 .1 6 . Let G be a rrCC-group for some set of odd primes i t . 
Then a subgroup H of G Is either a ir-g ro u p .a  ir'-group or a
tr^CC-group where irn=Trmr(H).
Proof. Let L be a maximal Tr|-j-subgroup of H .Then L is contained In 
a maximal rr-subgroup M of G. By the maximality of L.L=M nH.By  
Theorem 5. 12, M is conjugate to a rrCC-subgroup of G and Is 
therefore Itself a irCC-subgroup of G .W e then apply Proposition 3 .4 0  
to obtain that either L=H.L=1 or L^ccH ,a s  required.
We give an example of the uses of Theorem 6 .1 6 .
Consider the simple group PSLCn.q) where n Is odd and n^3,and q 
is an odd prime power,and suppose that PSLCn.q) is a irCC-group 
for some set of odd primes Tr. l t  Is known that SLCn-1. q)^PSLCn,q) 
and thus by Theorem 6 .1 6 .SLCn-1, q) is either a tr-g ro u p .a  ir'-group  
or a nCC-group. But IZCSLCn-1. q ) |= g c d C n -l. q - 1 ) * !  and so by 
Proposition 3 .4 3 , S L ( n - l , q) is not a rrCC-group. Suppose that 
S L C n -l.q ) is a tr-group. Then by Theorem 5. 1 2 .SLC n-1. q) Is 
contained in a CC-subgroup of a simple group and so by Corollary 
6. 2 . SLC n -1 , q) is soluble, a contradiction. Thus S L C n -l.q ) Is a 
n'-group and we can discount all the primes dividing its order when 
searching for a suitable i t .
Thus Theorem 6 .1 6  can be used to restrict the possibilities for 
t t . Another result which allows us to do this Is an extension of 
Proposition 3. 44. First we need a definition.
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Definition 6. 17 . A group G is said to be the central product of 
subgroups A and B if G=AB and [A,B]=1.
Note that from^CA, B)=l we can deduce that A and B are normal 
subgroups of G and A n B *Z (G ).lt  Is clear that direct products are 
special cases of central products corresponding to the case AnB=l.
Theorem 6 .1 8 . A non-trivial central product has no CC-subgroups.
Proof. Let M *CCG ,w here  G Is the central product of A and B.both  
non-trivial. Let p divide tM 1 and suppose without ioss of generality 
that p divides I A t. Let x be an element of order p in A. Then xeM9 
for some geG .Thus B^Cq CA)^Cq (x)«sM9 and so A*£Cq (B )^ M 9. Hence 
G ^M 9,a  contradiction.
Central products can be obtained from direct products in the 
following manner.
Proposition 6 .1 9 . Every homomorphic image of a direct product is a 
central product.
Proof. Let G=AxB and let asterisks denote images under the 
homomorphism. Then since G^AB and [A ,B l= l.w e  have G *“ A*B* and 
[A * , B * ]= l , as required.
We give an example of the possible uses of the above idea.
Consider the group SLCn.q) where PSLCn.q) is a simple group with 
n H . Clearly by simple matrix properties of linear groups, we have that 
S L (n -2 . q )xS L (2 , q )*S L (n . q ) . We wish to factor out the scalar 
matrices to obtain P S L C n .q ). Then the left hand side of the above 
equation, by Proposition 6 .1 9 . becomes a central product of 
(S L C n -2 ,q ) ) *  and (SLC2. q ) ) * . But by considering the possibilities for 
scalar matrices in this product.it is clear that 
( SLCn-2, q ) ) *® S L (n -2 . q) and CSLC2,q)) * * S L ( 2 .q ) . Hence PSLCn.q) 
contains a central product of SLC n -2 . q) and S L (n .q ).N o w  suppose 
that PSLCn.q) Is a trCC-group.Then clearly by Theorem s 6 .1 6  and 
6 .1 8  and Corollary 6. 2 , the above central product is a rr'-group.
This technique can be applied to all of the classical matrix groups 
to aid in restricting suitable rr.
Returning to the simple groups of Lie type of even characteristic.we  
give some specific results.
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Proposition 6 .2 0 . The Suzuki group S z (2 z n + i) tor some n^l has the 
following nilpotent CC-subgroups.
(I)C yc lic  CC-subgroups of order 2 zn+A±2n + i+ l .
(it)C yclic  CC-subgroups of order 2zn+1- l .
(ill)C C -subgroups of order 2 4n+z.
Proof. Theorem 3 .2 5 .
Proposition 6 .2 1 . The linear group P S L (2 ,2 n) for some n^l has the 
following nilpotent CC-subgroups.
(I)E lem entary  abelian CC-subgroups of order 2 n .
(it)C yclic  CC-subgroups of order 2n± l .
Proof. [Huppert I; It Theorem 8.271 and Suzuki's characterisation in 
[601.
Proposition 6 .2 2 . The simple groups PSLC3,4) , P S U (3 ,4 ) and 
P S p (4 .4 ) have nilpotent CC-subgroups as given in Table 4.
Proof. By Theorem 3 .2 7 , none of the above groups have 
CC-subgroups of even order. Also the orders of centralisers are  
available from [501. Proposition 6 .5  Is then applied and the results are  
as given in Table 4.
Proposition 6 .2 3 . The simple group ZF ^ (2 ) ' has only one class of 
nilpotent CC-subgroup and that is of order 13.
Proof. As Proposition 6 .21  where the orders of centralisers are  
available in [681.
Now we consider the Frobenlus CC-subgroups of the groups 
already dealt with. Clearly any simple group with only one class of 
nilpotent CC-subgroup cannot have a Frobenlus CC-subgroup since 
such a subgroup is the product of two distinct nilpotent CC-subgroups 
by Corollary 6 .2 .  Also, given the kernel K and complement H of such 
a Frobenlus subgroup,it Is necessary by Theorem  3 .1 9  that |H | 
divides lK | - l .T h is  requirement rules out most possibilities.
Theorem 6 .2 4 . The Frobenlus CC-subgroups of the sporadic simple 
groups are as given In Table 2.
Proof. By enforcing the above two criteria, the only possibilities 
remaining are for MX i , M22, M23 , M24 and C *.W e  consider MA1 which 
has nilpotent CC-subgroups of orders 5 and 11. Since 5 divides
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11-1=10 . It Is possible that the normallser of a Sylow 11-subgroup Is 
a Frobenius CC-subgroup. We denote Sylow p-subgroups by Pp. Now 
n G c p i .i ) / p i i  by Proposition 3 .1  can be embedded In AutPx l and so 
by Proposition 3 .3 ,  has possible orders 1 ,2 ,5  or 10. Let 
IN q CPi i . ) /P 13_l=a( 1 1 ). Clearly a ( l l ) * l  since Nq CPh ) f P1jl by 
Burnside's Transfer Theorem 3, 13. From now on we use Theorem  
3. 12. Suppose that a ( 11) =2. Then an element of order 2 in Nq (P u ) 
permutes elements of order 11 into 5 cycles of length 2, resulting In 
5 conjugacy classes of elem ent of order 11, a contradictionCsince 
there are only two such c la s se s ). Now suppose that a ( l l )= 1 0 .T h e n  
an element of order 10 in N o C F ^ ) forces all elem ents of order 11 
conjugate, a contradiction. The only possibility then is that a ( l l ) = 5  in 
which case an elem ent of order 5 in Nq (P 1 l ) produces 2 conjugacy 
classes each of 5 elements of order 11, which indeed happens. Thus 
Nq <Pjli) is Frobenius with Kernel P 1± and complement P s,and is a 
Frobenius CC-subgroup,
The other listed groups are considered similarly.
Theorem 6 .2 5 . The only alternating simple group which contains a 
Frobenius CC-subgroup is As with a single class of such subgroups 
of order 12 with Kernel of order 4.
Proof. Consider An with nas5, Clearly If n^7 then by Theorem 6 ,3  and 
the remarKs pertaining to that result, for An to contain a Frobenius 
CC-subgroup it is necessary that both n and n -2  are prime and 
that, by Theorem 3. 19, n -2  divides n -1 , which is impossible. 
Sim ilarly,for n = 6 ,A 6 has two nilpotent CC-subgroups,of orders 3 and 
5 ,which cannot produce a Frobenlus group. For n = 5 .A s is 2C C ,3C C  
and 5CC with CC-subgroups of orders 4 .3  and 5 respectively. The 
only possibility then is a Frobenlus subgroup such that the Kernel has 
order 4 and complement has order 3, which is Indeed the case by 
Theorem 3 ,2 7 .
Theorem 6 .2 6 . The only groups of Lie type of odd characteristic  
which can possibly contain Frobenlus CC-subgroups are P S L (2 ,q ) for 
some qs3mod4.
Proof. Most of the groups considered here have only one nilpotent 
CC-subgroup and so cannot contain a Frobenlus CC-subgroup. For 
those with more than one nilpotent CC-subgroup,the requirement of 
Theorem 3. 19Cv) excludes ail but the P S L (2 ,q ) with qs3mod4. Hence 
result.
is
Theorem 8 .2 7 . The Suzuki group S z (2 z n ,f i) for nfcl has one class of 
Frobenius CC-subgroup. and that Is of order q * ( q - l )  with kernel of 
order qz (where q=2zn+1) .
Theorem 6 .2 8 . The linear group P S L (2 .2 n) for some n*T has one 
class of Frobenius CC-subgroup. and that is of order 2 n ( 2 n-1 )  with 
kernel of order 2n .
Theorem 6. 2 9 . None of the groups P S L (3 ,4 ) ,  PSU C 3,4 ) ,  P S p (4 ,4) 
and ZF *< 2 ) ' have Frobenlus CC-subgroups.
Proof. In only the first case Is there more than one nilpotent 
CC-subgroup.and PSLC3.4) is excluded since Theorem  3 . 19(v) is 
not satisfied by any pair of nilpotent CC-subgroup orders.
This result ends the currently available Information on 
CC-subgroups of simple groups. It is interesting to note that all the 
nilpotent CC-subgroups of odd order of simple groups found so far 
are actually abelianCthat is. by Proposition 6. IT .  all pCC-subgroups 
are abelian for odd p ) .W e  conjecture that this Is always true.W e also 
conjecture on the basis of available information that there are no 
simple groups with Frobenius CC-subgroups apart from those listed in 
this chapter.
Apart from presenting the tables we have now come to the end of 
this thesis. As has been mentioned at various stages,there  is still 
work to be done in the area of CC-subgroups of finite groups.lt Is 
reasonable to expect that a complete listing of the CC-subgroups of 
the simple groups will be published In the near future.
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Table I . Niipotent CC-suboroups of the alternating groups A n , n * 5 .
n orders of nilpotent CC-subgroups
5 4 .3  and 5
6 3 and 5
p where p+2 Is not prime p
p where p+2 Is a prime p and p+2
Table 2 . CC-subgroups of the sporadic simple groups 
order of order of
Group nilpotent CC-subgroups Frobenius CC-subgroups
5. 11 55(kernel 11)
11
5 .7 .1 1 55(kernel 11)
1 1 .2 3 253Ckernel 23)
COOJ 253Ckernel 23)
Jj. 7 .1 1 ,1 9
Jz 7
J 3 1 7 ,19
2 3 ,2 9 ,3 1 ,3 7 ,4 3
c 3 23
Cz 1 1 ,2 3 253Ckernel 23)
C i 23
HS 7,11




Ly 3 1 ,3 7 ,6 7
O'N 1 1 .1 9 ,3 1
F 2 Z 13
F 23 1 7 ,23
Fz^' 1 7 ,2 3 ,2 9
F S(H N ) 19
F 3(T ) 19,31
Fa(B M ) 3 1 ,4 7
F i(M ) 4 1 ,5 9 ,7 1
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Table 3 . All nilpotent CC-subgroups of simple groups of Lie type of 
odd characteristic.
Group restriction orders of niipotent CC-subgroups
Ap~x(q> p*2 ( q p - l )  / ( ( q - l )  g c d (p . q - 1 ) )
Ap (q ) q-1 divides p+1 ( q P - 1 ) / ( q - 1 )
B2m (q) m^2 q2+ l / 2
BpC3) 3 P -1 /2
C2m (q ) m ^l q2+ l / 2
C p(3) 3 P -1 /2
Dp (3 ) p&5 3 P -1 /2
Dp+JL(3 ) pa*3 3 P -1 /2
Dp (5 ) p^5 5 P -1 /4
E6<q> q£lm od3 (q 6+q3+ l )  /3
Ee(q> q^1mod3 q6+q3+ l
F*Cq) q + -q 2+ l
G *(q ) q=lm od3 q2-q + l
G2 (q ) q s -lm o d 3 q2+q+l
^ p - ^ q 2) (q P + 1 )/ ( (q + 1 )g c d C p ,q + 1 ))
zA p(q2) q+1 divides p+1 (q P + 1 )/(q + 1 )
2D2n (q 2) q2+ l / 2
2Dp<32) p ^ 5 ,p *2 n+ l 3P+1/4
3D * (q 3) q * -q 2+ l
*E 6(q * ) (q 6- q 3+ l ) /g c d (3 ,q + 1 )
2D j(3 2) l=2n+ l , l  *p 3,_ t + i / 2
Ax(q ) q= lm od4, q*5 q q + 1 /2
Ax(q ) qa3mod4 q q -1 /2
E7 (3 ) 757 1093
G2 (q ) qs0mod3 q2+q+l q£-q + l
2G2(q ) q=3z m + i, m i l q2-V (3 q )+ l q2+ -/(3 q )+ l
2D p (3 2) p=2n+ l . nsfc2 3P-J-+ l /2  3P + 1 /4
Ee(q ) qs=2,3mod 5 q © + q 7 _ q S _ q 4 _ q 3 + q + i
q6- q 7+q5~q*+q3- q + l ,
q » _ q 4 + i
Ea (q) qsO, 1, 4mod5 q 6 + q 7 _ q s _ q 4 „ q 3 + q + i
qB- q 7+q5-q *+ q 3- q + l ,
q s- q 6+ q + - q 2 + l ,
q9- q * + l .
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All other such groups have no CC-subgroups w hatsoever,for example
A / ( q ) . 1*2. i *p  or p - l ,a n d  If l=p then q-1 does not divide /+ ! .
B / ( q ) . /5k3. If q *3  then I * 2m and if q=3 then l#p  or 2 m .
C / ( q ) , / * 2 , i f  q *3  then I * 2m and if q=3 then /*p  or 2m .
D /(q ) ,t e 4 , l f  q *3  or 5 and if q=3 then /* p ,p + l and if q=5 then Mp. 
E7( q ) . q *3 .
zA / ( q ) . /* 2 ,  if / * p - 1 and If /=p then q+1 does not divide /+ ! .
z D /(q ) , /s*4, if q^3 then I#2m and If q^S then l#p  or 2 n+ l .
Table 4 . Some CC-subgroups of simple groups of Lie type of even 
characteristic
Group order of nilpotent CC-subgroups
P SL(3 ,4 )  9 (elem entary abelian) , 5 and 7
PSLK 3.4) 13
P S p (4 ,4) 17
ZF4( 2 ) ' 13
S z (2 z n + i) 2 zn+1±2r,+'l + l 2zri+,1- l  2 * ^ +z
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